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Restrictive Legislation
in New York
T E record of restrictive legislation
H
in New York has shown a steadilyincreasing opposition to the idea. Two
years ago the McGinnies bill passed the
legislature but was vetoed by the
Governor. Last year a similar bill was
passed by the Assembly, but was not
brought out of committee in the Senate.
This year the Hutchinson-Downing bill
was decisively beaten in the Assembly
and was not brought out of committee
in the Senate. The diminishing support,
which is thus a matter of official fact
and record, indicates that progress in
accountancy legislation in New York is
likely to be restricted to the improve
ment of the present procedure, which
provides for the issuance of the certified
public accountant certificate without
restriction of practice.

Join Your Professional
Society
EACH profession maintains local and
national societies in which the
members of the profession take con
certed action for the maintenance of
ethical and work standards. The in
dividual practitioner is thus able to
pay a part of the debt he owes to his
predecessors, who have provided him,
so to speak, with a professional “going
concerns”—with schools, literature,
ethical standards, and a favorable
public opinion. He is also thus able to
benefit himself and co-practitioners,
and to make sure that those who follow
him in the profession will have an even
better opportunity for study, research
and professional usefulness than he has
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THE retail "outlet"—its
history, uses, organization,
financing, and control—-all
these aspects of this most inter
esting and current of subjects
will receive consideration from
month to month in The Pace
Student.

J. Philip Gass, C.P.A., con
tributes this month thefirst of the
series—an informative article
on the financing of retail out
lets. Discussion is invited.
—The Editor.

had. All these things, and more, are
accomplished by a professional society.
Strangely enough, many a profes
sional man—doctor, lawyer, dentist,
engineer, or accountant—does not join
his professional society. He benefits by
the contributions and work of his fel
low practitioners, but through indif
ference or a misconception of his duty,
he allows his co-workers to bear the
burdens of maintaining professional
standards. Again, a man may join his
professional society, pay his dues, but
fail to attend meetings or to take any
part in the society’s work. The real
burden, so far as time and effort are con
cerned, therefore, falls upon a relatively
small number of public-spirited mem
bers of a profession—members who give
unselfishly of their time for the benefit
of their fellows.
In a new and developing profession
such as accountancy, it is particularly
important that each member should
belong to his local professional society,

and to at least one of the two national
organizations. His financial contribu
tion is needed for common defense and
for the strengthening of professional
standards and privileges, and particu
larly his work is needed in meetings
and on the various committees and
boards through which the societies
accomplish their objects. No fairminded accountant on the job will per
mit a fellow worker to carry more than
his share of the burden of work, and no
accountant who gives thought to the
matter will allow his fellow practi
tioners to carry, unaided, the burden of
supporting and extending the profession
as a whole.
If you who read this editorial are
already a member of one or more pro
fessional societies, mark this editorial
and pass it along to one of your friends
who is not a member. In this way you
will render your friend a distinct ser
vice, and you will help along the com
mon cause—the development of a
greater accountancy.

A Work Conscience
A GOOD deal of work is done by a
workman without the immediate
supervision of his boss. Under these
conditions, the performance of certain
details is a matter of conscience. Imag
ine the cook who is cleanly under super
vision, but who relaxes when working
by himself! Consider the pharmacist
who relaxes his care in the compounding
of drugs! Think of the proofreader who
allows grievous errors to get into print,
the bricklayer who fails to point up his
work properly, and the electrician who
fails properly to insulate his wires!
Everywhere, we find the need of a
I
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highly developed conscience with re
spect to work details.
Consider the need of a work con
science, if you will, in matters of ac
countancy practice. In proving addi
tions, in verifying vouchers, in analyz
ing accounts—in these matters and a
hundred others, the junior may fail,
through the lack of a developed work
conscience, to do the complete and
exact work for which he is employed.
Temptation will come to him time and
again when he is weary with the long
and minute consideration of detail, to
cut corners or to gloss over, without
thorough inspection, some part of his
work. Nothing will save him from
disaster except a conscience that drives
him on to do his work properly, re
regardless of his own convenience.
The senior very soon detects the
junior who. lacks the right kind of work
conscience. He detects inaccuracies in
his additions or distributions; he un
covers the attempt to substitute loosely
gathered figures for verified compila
tions. He admonishes the junior, and
thereafter is obliged, for a time at least,
to watch his work with great care.
If the junior takes the lesson to heart
and acquires a proper work conscience,
he develops satisfactorily and in turn
can train others in the meticulous work
of the accountant. If the junior fails to
develop the proper attitude towards his
work, he will most certainly be dis
missed, and in time he will be forced to
seek another and less exacting field of
employment. No accountant can hope
to succeed without the aid of a work
conscience that drives him, regardless
of supervision, to the complete verifica
tion and statement of the work with
which he is concerned.

Decisively Defeated
THE Hutchinson-Downing account
ancy bill, which included a waiver
for granting the certificate of certified
public accountant without examination
to thousands of accountants now in
practice, and which provided for limit
ing accountancy practice to certified
public accountants, was defeated in the
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Assembly of the New York legislature
on April 2.2. by a vote of 82. to 48.
Powerful political and other in
fluences were back of this bill; its sup
porters were well organized; and the
burden of the opposition rested squarely
on the shoulders of the certified public
accountants of New York, particularly
upon the members of the New York
State Society. This decisive defeat was
accomplished at the conclusion of a
hard struggle, during which the merits
of the question at issue were brought
to the attention of each assemblyman
and each senator. The result assures the
continuance of the high standards
maintained in New York for the last
thirty years, and is a matter of deep
gratification to certified public ac
countants generally throughout the
country.

The Cuvillier Bill
HE Cuvillier bill, supported by the
New York State Society of Certified
Public Accountants, and accorded sec
ondary approval by the State Education
Department, was not reported out of
committee in the Assembly of the legis
lature, and therefore was not brought
to a vote. The State Education Depart
ment, while stating that this bill pro
vided for the improvement of the
present standards, gave its primary
support to the Hutchinson-Downing
bill, which was decisively defeated in
the Assembly.
The Cuvillier bill provided merely
for an improvement of the certified
public accountant law, without chang
ing the plan under which certificates
have been granted during the last thirty
years. Provision was made for increas
ing the board of examiners from three
to five, for liberalizing provisions with
respect to issuing certificates to ac
credited accountants of other states,
and, particularly, provision was made
for more severe penalties and for revoca
tion of certificates by the Regents in
case of professional shortcomings. It is
to be hoped that the provisions of this
bill may, in another legislature, be
enacted into law.

International Convention
of Accountants
INTERNATIONAL “meets” are be
coming a matter of course. The
world is one great community, and it is
common for surgeons, advertising men,
rotarians, teachers, publicists, authors,
dairymen, and members of other crafts
and callings to meet in world-wide
conference. Friend wife often accom
panies the delegate, and the affairs take
on a social aspect which is fully as
important as the technical feature.
All of which leads us to say that the
practicing accountants of the world are
to come together in grand accounting
conclave in Amsterdam, Holland, from
July 6th to July 9th. Colonel Robert L.
Montgomery will head a goodly delega
tion from the New York State Society,
and the other state and the national
organizations, no doubt, will be as
well represented.
Accountancy is certainly to be
counted among the most progressive of
the professions, and it is seemly that its
members should thus meet for the im
provement of accountancy standards the
world over.

Are You a Prophet?
HE accountant is often justified in
expressing judgment relating to an
existing state of affairs. He is only in
exceptional instances justified in ex
pressing judgment as to future condi
tions or results. In other words,
prophecy finds little place in his day’s
work—he deals principally with the
present and the past.

T

The Conversationalist
THE ready talker, the good conversa
tionalist, the man of fluent words
and ready wit, if such there be in the
practice of accountancy, may well give
thought to the character of his art and
the occasion for its use.
The business man has developed the
idea, properly enough it may be, that
the accountant should be cautious, re
served, exact in statement, dignified in
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bearing, receptive as to facts, and secre
tive as to the information which he
acquires. The accountant can not profit
ably, in conversation with his clients,
or even with his social friends, depart
too far from this conception of his
character and habits.
Above all things, the accountant—
and this statement is made particularly
for the guidance of juniors—should not
talk about the affairs of clients, or even
state their names, or in any way give
currency to the professional matters
with which he is in contact. The world
of affairs outside of his practice is large.
The weather, golf, and baseball provide
subjects broad and innocuous enough to
give the conversationalist full range to
express himself historically and in
prophecy.

3
The weather is a very good subject
for the accountant, especially the junior
accountant, to use for conversational
purposes. Nothing could be more ap
propriate, for example, for a junior
accountant to do in the way of talking
than to say when he meets a client at
the beginning of the day’s work,
“Good morning—-it looks like a fine
day’’; and in closing his work at the
end of the day to say, “Good-night
-—it looks like it’s going to rain,” with
nothing between. A conversational
habit of this kind will eappeal to the
junior’s senior, and to the partners of
his firm.
When in doubt as to conversation, the
accountant may well follow Punch’s
advice with respect to marriage—
Don’t!

ULLY go per cent. of the invest process in time to have them in stock
ment of the average manufac when needed.
turing concern is tied up in stock of 3. To control the issuing of orders
one kind or another—hence the neces to the operating departments, by pre
sity for a comprehensive, workable venting their release until the masystem of stock records. Specializa
tion in this important phase of ac
counting is the basis of the success of
N. J. Bowne, who is works account
ant of the De Laval Separator Com
pany.
In a recent contest held by the
Kardex Band Company, Air. Bowne
won the first prize with his manu
script entitled “ Over-Stocking—A Ser
ious Business Crime.’’ In this article
he pointed out the ten essentials of a
visible stock recording system. They
are, he says, visibility; accessibility,
neatness, accuracy, fire and water
protection; signals; dual record; adapt
ability; economy; and reduction of
inventory.
According to Air. Bowne the pur
poses of the modern stock record are
summarized thus:

F

1. To have materials on hand
when wanted, and in the quantities
wanted for production and sales
purposes.

2. To assist production to the ex
tent of having parts on order and in

N. J. Bowne
Works Accountant,
De Laval Separator Company
Poughkeepsie, New York

Utility Accountants
NOWHERE in business organiza
tions is the interest in the develop
ment of sound accounting procedure
more keen than in the utilities that pro
vide gas and electricity. For several
years there has been great activity in
the consolidation and merger of proper
ties of this kind, and in the issuance
and marketing of their securities. Inci
dentally, uniform classifications of ac
counts have had to be adopted, and
many antiquated and faulty procedures
brought into line with modern practice.
Plenty of opportunity exists in this field
of activity for accountants who desire
to prepare for the responsibilities and
emoluments of the controller.

terials or parts necessary are available;
thus eliminating wasted time in
planning, setting up machines, etc.
4. To secure prompt and efficient
ordering and follow-up, by means of
minimum quantities.
g.
To eliminate the danger of
overstocking on slow-moving ma
terials.

6. To supply reliable and up-todate information as to materials:
On Order, On Hand, Quantity Avail
able for Use, Turnover, Price.

7. To supply inventory figures for
use in preparing financial statements.
Air. Bowne has, by the application
of these essentials in his own com
pany, materially reduced the amount
of stock on hand, and thereby released
for more productive use, a large per
centage of his concern's invested
capital.
Air. Bowne, we are happy to say,
obtained his technical education in
Accountancy by study in Pace Insti
tute, Extension Division.
Air.
Bowne's ability as a student is in
keeping with his ability as a works
accountant. He has vision to see,
and the energy and grit to put over
whatever business he has in hand.

4
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who will be directly associated with me
your hearty and sympathetic support.
On that we must rely. We must have
team work. The Institute in the past
has done fine work and done a great
deal of it. Of course there is much yet
to be done—many a problem to be
President of the American Institute Promi
solved. This may best be served, I
think you will agree will me, by delib
nent Figure in Accountancy Field In Charge
erate consideration, by fair and frank
discussion, and by the exercise always
of Organizing War-time Cantonments
of forbearance to our fellow members
who at the time may not have our point
of view. I know that we shall treat
these matters in that way, for I am
NE of the war phrases, “business the greatest pressure. To Mr. West convinced that we are all actuated by
as usual,’’ might be borrowed in fell the task of organizing the account the same motives; to elevate our calling,
portraying William H. West, president
ing forces. He was in direct charge, to raise the profession to a plane no
of the American Institute of Account with twelve assistants, mostly members less high than that now occupied by
ants. In spite of the heavy responsibili of the Institute, in as many districts in the older professions of law and medi
ties which he carries, and the honors various parts of the country. In a very cine, to emulate their constant striving
which have been thrust upon him, the short time, thousands of accountants for perfection, and to follow particu
outstanding fact the interviewer gathers and office workers had been assembled, larly their example in participating in
about him is that he is an accountancy and the work of building the canton public service for the welfare of our
practitioner of the highest order, and ments was well under way. It was fellow men. My predecessors in office
that with him the practice of account through Mr. West that the War De have been men outstanding in profes
ancy comes first.
partment gave its instructions and re sional attainments, wise in administra
Courtly and courteous, kind and con ceived its reports as to progress made tion, unremitting in service; men of
siderate, yet firm and businesslike, Mr. and costs of construction in this im high qualities of mind and heart. It
West has won for himself the friend mense task of building many cities will be a hard task for me to live up to
ship, esteem, and admiration of the within a few weeks. The thoroughness the standard they have set; but that
entire profession through his work as with which the job was done won for will be my aim, I promise you.’’
an accountant and through his strong Mr. West and for his co-workers the
On the president of the American
highest praise of the government, and Institute of Accountants rests the re
personality.
To interviewers who would extract is cited as an example of the kind of sponsibility for the protection, inter
from him some facts as to his accom work for which the president of the pretation, and advancement of one of
plishments and how he came into the Institute is noted.
the newest professions. Because of its
Since his election first as vice-presi newness, it is beset with problems of
practice of accountancy, Mr. West is
kind, yet reticent. Sometimes they go dent of the Institute and a year later grave import, and is confronted by the
away from him knowing even less than as president, Mr. West has shown a necessity of a correct presentation to the
when they approached him. This same grasp of the affairs of this national public of the ideals of the profession,
attitude of reticence is carried out by accountants’ organization and of its and of what it can do to serve the
Mr. West in his relations with editors activities which has meant much to the public. The older conception of public
of accountants’ directories. Three lines profession, and which has demonstrated accountants has disappeared. The war,
in small type is the extent of the space again Mr. West’s passion for thorough in part, demonstrated that they can be
given to him. We learn from this that ness, for orderly discussion of the big of great service to the public, not only
he is a certified public accountant of the problems in hand, and for deliberate in handling vast government under
State of New York, a member of the procedure. ,
takings, but in the study of economic
New York State Society of Certified
Mr. West’s brief speech of acceptance and business problems having an im
Public Accountants and, of course, a when he was elected president of the portant bearing on the life of the
member of the Institute.
Institute in September, 1925, and was nation.
Mr. West’s accountancy practice has conducted to the platform, throws a
Mr. West has shown a disposition to
taken him to a great extent into the great light on his career. He said:
encourage members of the Institute,
railroad world and into industrial
“I do not know how I can find words and members of the profession outside
circles. It is a matter of record that his to express how deeply I appreciate the of the Institute, to enlarge their public
war service was of the utmost impor honor which you have conferred upon service. He has himself given an out
tance. When the American Institute of me at this time. No past service of mine standing example of this public service,
Accountants placed at the disposal of to the Institute or to the profession has and he has encouraged others in the
the government all the technical skill in my opinion merited such recognition. profession to do likewise.
and resources at its command, in 1917, Perhaps I may take it as implying a
the offer was promptly accepted. One desire to conscript for more active ser CHARLES CAPRON MARSH, LEON
of the big jobs to be done was the organ vice some of us who have done less E. SPENCER, and ROLPH THAYER
izing of accounting forces to supervise than their full share in advancing the MARSH, announce the formation of the
the construction of the war canton aims of the Institute. I am sure that I firm of Marsh, Spencer & Marsh for the
ments, a job that had to be accom may take it as implying a promise on general practice of the law, with offices
plished in three to four months, under your part to accord to me and to those at 160 Broadway, New York City.

William H. West, C.P.A.

O

Taking Stock of Academic Assets
General Lack of Academic Groundwork a Vocational
Handicap
Opportunities to Make Up Neglected
Academic Training by Self-study Limited by Re
gents' Ruling
Lime for Academic Stock-taking
T is a good time for the employed

has stimulated study on the part of

another, the great majority of boys and
girls leave school without high-school
education; in fact, eighty-seven people
out of every hundred in this country
have less than a high-school education.
Determined efforts are being made in
New York and in other states to remedy
this condition, but many years will
elapse before it will be materially
changed.
Evidence of this general lack of
academic groundwork is found no mat
ter which way one turns. In every office
are men and women who can not write
good letters, who can not speak gram
matically, who can not calculate ac
curately, and who can not even listen
intelligently. The lack of these abilities
means to an employee something less in
the way of ability, personality, and in
fluence than he would otherwise have,
and it also usually means a definite loss
of income and business standing.
The vocational handicap thus im
posed is no more serious than the per
sonal and social one. Much of our
pleasure comes from conversation, read
ing, music, and the drama, and one’s
capacity to derive full enjoyment from
any one of these diversions is dependent
largely upon his general education.
Many a person, notwithstanding this
lack of specific, academic credentials has,
by intelligent observation and selfstudy, partially made up for the lack of
early academic training. Even in such
an instance, however, it is usually desir
able for the person to organize his study
according to accepted educational stand
ards and to receive credit for each sub
ject as it is completed. His academic
education is thus not only brought to a
definite standard, but the credits are
useful in the event he desires to qualify
for admission to the bar, for the certifi
cate of certified public accountant, or
for any other professional examination.
For many years the State of New York

tions have been held three times a year
under the direction of the State Educa
tion Department. It has been possible
for any one to sit in these examinations,
regardless of his previous scholastic
record. It has sufficed if he could demon
strate his ability to pass the tests set
in the various subjects. Many employed
men and women have thus been en
couraged to build up their academic
education. Some candidates have pre
pared entirely by self-study, especially
in subjects such as English, history,
and economics, while other candidates
have made preparation in evening high
school classes or in evening privateschool classes. Preparation of this kind
has been particularly helpful in the
languages, mathematics, and sciences.
The academic education thus gained
by employed men and women has often
stimulated an interest in higher educa
tion. There are many instances in which
a student who had thus obtained his
Regents’ credentials has gone ahead
with the study of subjects of college or
university grade; and many men and
women have taken courses of a technical
or professional character after complet
ing their academic studies.
A recent ruling made by the Regents
is to the effect that no one will be ad
mitted to the examinations after Janu
ary 1, 1928, unless he shall have pre
viously studied the subjects in which he
seeks credit, in high schools or in other
approved institutions of learning. The
requirements can be met by attendance
upon evening high schools or other ap
proved evening schools without inter
ference with ordinary employment.
However, the necessity for attending
regular classes conducted on the ordin
ary high-school basis may retard some
what the mature man or woman who
has the developed capacity for selfstudy. Attention is called to this mat
ter in order that persons who are inter

man or woman to take stock of his employed men and women by granting
Iacademic
assets. For one reason or credits in academic subjects. Examina

ested in obtaining academic credentials
on the basis of self-study or on the basis
of knowledge already acquired, may
enter the examinations and obtain the
credits between now and the first of
January, 1928.
It is a good time, therefore, for the
employed man or woman to take stock
of his academic assets. If you have
high-school credentials but have not
had the benefit of college work, lay out
a course of definite reading and study
that will enable you to obtain at least
part of the advantages enjoyed by the
man or woman who has college or uni
versity training. If you have less than
a high-school education, it is particu
larly desirable that you should take
immediate steps to obtain the academic
foundation needed for the ordinary af
fairs of business life.

Pace Pins
THE Institute has on
hand at the Cashier’s
office, a limited supply of
Pace monogram pins. They
are supplied in two grades
—gold and gold-plated—
with either screw or pin
fasteners. The pin fasten
ers have a patented safety
catch.
While the present supply
lasts they may be pur
chased at the following
prices:
Gold................... $1.00
Gold-plated............. 60
PACE INSTITUTE

30

Cashier’s Office
Church St., New York
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Financing the Chain Store—A Vital
Problem of Modern Business
Essentials of System for Financing a Chain of Re
tail Outlets
Rapid Turnover of Merchandise
Examples of Acceptance. Agreement and Trust
Receipt
By J. Philip Gass, C.P.A.
HE financial requirements of a (each draft to be accompanied by such
cash-and-carry chain-store organ documents as may be specified by the
ization are simple, as the mer bank) for a stated consideration, and
that
chandise customarily is sold and pay
 the bank will honor the drafts at
ment is received for it before settlement maturity. A small commission is pay
of the purchase obligation for the goods able to the bank for lending its credit.
is made with the supplier. To a large This rate of commission depends some
degree, the profit results depend upon what upon the financial standing of the
rapid turnover of merchandise; and the organization to which the credit is
aim at all times is to carry only suffi extended. A typical acceptance con
cient stock for current needs. Despite tract is shown in Form 1, (page 8).
Shipments of merchandise purchased
the fact that the merchandise turnover
is usually very rapid, commodities are by the organization to which the credit
sometimes purchased in sufficient quan is to be granted are usually consigned
tities to last for comparatively long to public warehouses. It is, of course,
periods of time—particularly commodi preferable that the merchandise be con
ties which are seasonable in nature as to signed to warehouses located near the
production, but which are salable warehouse and storerooms operated by
the chain-store organization. A subsid
throughout the year.
In order to finance the purchase of iary corporation may be organized by
commodities for future use if the funds the borrower organization to exercise
are not immediately available, the the function of public warehouseman.
chain-store organization may sell or dis The bank, however, prefers an inde
count its own commercial paper; or it pendent public warehouse, because it is
may make arrangements with banks thereby enabled to secure better control
whereby the banks will undertake to over the merchandise that forms the
honor drafts drawn upon themselves security for the draft.
Upon arrival of the goods at the
by the chain-store organization. The
drafts so accepted are sold later through warehouse, a negotiable warehouse re
the commercial-paper market. The ceipt, giving full details as to quantity,
latter method, which has been made value, and other details of the goods
use of by one of the largest chain-store placed in the keeping of the warehouse,
organizations in the country, will be is issued to the chain-store company.
In addition, the warehouse receipt con
described.
The first step is the establishment of a tains a provision that the merchandise
line of credit with the bank—that is,
shall be delivered by the warehouseman
the obtaining of the bank’s agree only on surrender to him of the ware
ment to accept the draft or drafts up to house receipt properly endorsed by the
a specified amount. The agreement is person to whose order it is issued.
The company draws a draft to its own
in writing and specifies the amount of
the credit, the conditions under which it order and attaches to the draft the
is established, the compensation to be negotiable warehouse receipt and such
paid for acceptance of drafts, and other other documents (insurance policy and
matters of similar import. The agree the like) as may be required by the
ment recites that the chain-store organi bank. Upon presentation of the draft
zation may draw drafts upon the bank to the bank, the warehouse receipt and

T
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other documents that may be required
are thoroughly examined; and if they
are found to be in proper order and con
form to the requirements of the ac
ceptance agreement, the draft is ac
cepted by the bank.
The draft thus becomes a primary
obligation of the bank and the second
ary obligation of the drawer (the chainstore organization). As one of the most
desirable forms of high-grade credit
instruments, the draft can be sold in the
commercial-paper market at a compara
tively low rate of discount, because of
the combined strength of the bank and
the chain-store organization. The draft
having been drawn to its own order by
the chain-store organization, must be
indorsed without qualification in order
to be fully negotiable. When the draft
is sold, the funds obtained are available
for the immediate use of the organiza
tion. The draft is in ordinary form.
After acceptance of the draft, the
bank retains in its files the documents
that accompanied the draft, including
the warehouse receipt. The warehouse
receipt, it will be remembered, contains
a provision that the merchandise may
be withdrawn from the warehouse only
upon presentation to the warehouseman
of the warehouse receipt properly en
dorsed by the firm or person named on
the face of the document. By the terms
of the warehouse receipts act, the ware
houseman may not legally permit the
withdrawal of the merchandise without
presentation and surrender to him of
the warehouse receipt. If the bank
retains possession of the warehouse
receipt, the chain-store organization
cannot secure control or possession of
the merchandise without permission of
the bank. Should the warehouseman
by any chance permit the chain-store
organization to secure the merchandise
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without production of the negotiable
warehouse receipt, he would be liable
to the bank for any loss that the bank
might sustain by reason of the with
drawal of the merchandise. The bank
is thus protected.
It frequently becomes desirable for
the chain-store organization to be per
mitted to withdraw part of the mer
chandise prior to the maturity of the
draft. The chain-store organization
may make payment to the bank of a
proportionate part of the indebtedness.
The bank will send its representative
to the warehouse with the warehouse
receipt, and the proper quantity of
merchandise will be withdrawn and
turned over to the chain-store company.
At the maturity of the obligation, the
balance of the loan is paid, and the
warehouse receipt for the remainder of
the merchandise is returned to the
chain-store company.
The chain-store organization, for

some reason, may not be in a position
to make payment against the loan, but
yet it may be desirable that it receive
the merchandise from the warehouse
for purposes of sale, in order that the
funds may be available to meet the
obligation at maturity. Under such
circumstances, the bank may surrender
the warehouse receipt to the chainstore company without any payment
against the loan. In order that the
bank may be protected, however, it
will require the chain-store organiza
tion to execute a document known as a
“trust receipt.’’ This instrument re
cites that the chain-store organization
acknowledges the receipt of the ware
house receipt; that the warehouse re
ceipt and the goods covered by the
warehouse receipt are held in trust for
the bank; and that if any of the mer
chandise is disposed of, the proceeds
will be turned over to the bank and
applied in reduction of the indebtedness

New York..................... 19. . .
Received from City Metropolitan Bank of New York the documents of
title noted below to the following described merchandise, the property of
the said bank, viz.:

Order Bill of Lading.......................................................................................
Negotiable Warehouse Receipt......................................................................

Consular Invoice......................................................................................
Invoice..............................................................................................................
Insurance Policy............................................... ...............................................

acquired by the said bank pursuant to Acceptance Agreement No...............
between the said bank and the undersigned, dated..................... , 19. ..
It is understood, and in consideration of the delivery of the said docu
ments to the undersigned, it is agreed as follows:
The said documents and control of the said merchandise are entrusted
to the undersigned for the sole purpose of obtaining possession of the said
merchandise and holding the same as the property of the said bank, with
authority to sell the same for the said bank, but without authority to
pledge, and in the event of sale as aforesaid the undersigned will im
mediately deliver the same to the purchasers, and collect the proceeds
of sale, and deliver such proceeds to the said bank in whatever form
collected.

All the obligations and other terms of the said agreement are made a
part hereof and reaffirmed, and the said bank shall be and remain owner of
the said merchandise and the proceeds thereof, with the full rights per
taining to such ownership, including the right at any time to take pos
session of the said merchandise and proceeds wherever found, and to
collect the proceeds of sale.

Form 2—Trust Receipt
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of the chain-store organization to the
bank. In this way, the sale of the mer
chandise is facilitated; and unless the
borrower is dishonest, the bank is fully
secured, since the proceeds of the sale
become the property of the bank. A
typical form of trust receipt is shown
in Form 2..
Sometimes the accommodation is
given on the basis of merchandise which
is still in transit—that is, merchandise
which is still on the railroad cars.
Under such circumstances, the bank will
require that the draft be accompanied
by an order bill-of-lading, issued by the
railroad company at the time it received
the merchandise for shipment to the
chain-store organization. The order
bill-of-lading recites that the merchan
dise will be surrendered at destination
point only to the order of the person
or firm named on the face of the docu
ment. It will be apparent, that if the
bank secures possession of the order
bill-of-lading at the time the draft is
accepted, the bank controls the mer
chandise in much the same manner as
if the merchandise were in a warehouse
and the bank held a negotiable ware
house receipt. When the goods arrive
at destination, the bank arranges for
the receipt of the goods from the rail
road company and surrenders the order
bill-of-lading. The goods are then
placed in a public warehouse, and a
negotiable receipt is issued by the ware
houseman and is turned over to the
bank. The procedure thereafter is the
same as if the merchandise had been in
the public warehouse at the time the
accommodation was negotiated.
The foregoing matters present little
difficulty in connection with the finan
cial accounts of the chain-store organi
zation. At the time the draft is pre
sented to the bank and is accepted, the
chain-store company comes into pos
session of a salable negotiable instru
ment, but at the same time it incurs a
liability to the bank for a similar
amount. Entry, accordingly, is passed
as follows:
Unsold bankers’ acceptances. . xx
To Liability to bankers for
acceptances payable.........
xx
For draft under acceptance
agreement number...............
The arrangement, as has been indi
cated, usually contemplates that the
bank shall receive a commission on the
transaction, this commission being com
pensation to the bank for lending its
credit to the arrangement. Accord
ingly, additional entry may be passed
as follows:
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New York,................. 19. ..
City Metropolitan Bank,

New York, N. Y.
Dear Sirs:
We hereby request you to accept, from time to time, for our account, drafts drawn on you by us from time to
time upon or after the date hereof.
In consideration of your accepting any such draft, we hereby agree as follows:
1. We shall pay to you in New York Clearing House funds, not later than one day before the maturity of
each draft accepted by you, an amount sufficient to cover such acceptance, your commission thereon, interest at
the prevailing rate where chargeable, and all pertinent expenses.
2. We hereby pledge with you as collateral hereunder the property involved in the transaction in connection
with which any such draft is drawn, the documents covering which property we hereby agree to deliver to you,
when required by you.
3. We hereby recognize and admit your ownership in and unqualified right to the possession and disposal
of all property covered by documents delivered by us to you as collateral hereunder, whether or not released to
us on trust receipt or otherwise, and also in and to all shipping documents, warehouse receipts, policies, or cer
tificates of insurance and other documents received by you hereunder, and in and to the proceeds of each and all of
the foregoing, until such time as all the obligations and liabilities of us to you at any time existing hereunder or
otherwise have been fully paid and discharged, all as security for such obligations and liabilities; and that all or
any of such property and documents, and the proceeds of any thereof, coming into the possession of you or any
of your correspondents, may be held and disposed of by you as provided in this agreement; and the receipt by you,
or any of your correspondents, at any time of other security, of whatsoever nature, including cash, shall not be
deemed a waiver of any of your rights or powers herein recognized.
4. We agree at any time and from time to time, on demand, to deliver, convey, transfer, or assign to you, as
security for any and all of our obligations and liabilities hereunder, and also for any and all other obligations
and liabilities, absolute or contingent, due or to become due, which are now or may at any time hereafter be
owing by us to you, additional security of a value and character satisfactory to you, or to make such payment
as you may require. We agree that all property belonging to us, or in which we may have an interest, of every
name and nature whatsoever, now or at any time hereafter delivered, conveyed, transferred, assigned, or paid to
you, or coming into your possession or into the possession of anyone for you in any manner whatsoever, whether
expressly as security for any of the obligations or liabilities by us to you, or for safe-keeping or otherwise, including
any items received for collection or transmission and the proceeds thereof whether or not such property is in whole
or in part released to us on trust receipt or otherwise, are hereby made security for each and all such obligations
and liabilities.
We agree that upon our failure at all times to keep a margin of security with you satisfactory to you, or upon
the making by us of any assignments for the benefit of creditors, or upon the filing of any voluntary or involuntary
petition in bankruptcy by or against us, or upon the application for the appointment of a receiver of any of our
property, or upon any act of bankruptcy or state of insolvency of us, all of such obligations and liabilities shall
become and be immediately due and payable without demand or notice, notwithstanding any credit or time
allowed to us, or any instrument evidencing any such obligations or liabilities or otherwise; and we, as to property
in which we may have interest, expressly authorize you in any such event, or upon our failure to pay any of such
obligations or liabilities when it or they shall become or be made due, to sell immediately, without demand for
payment, without advertisement and without notice to us or any of us, all of which are hereby expressly waived,
any and all such property, arrived or to arrive, at private sale or at public auction or at brokers’ board or otherwise,
at your option, in such parcel or parcels and at such time or times and at such place or places and for such price
or prices and upon such terms and conditions as you may deem proper, and to apply the net proceeds of such sale
or sales, together with any balance of deposits and any sums credited by or due from us in general account or
otherwise, to the payment of any and all our obligations or liabilities to you however arising. If any such sale
be at brokers’ board or at public auction you may yourself be a purchaser at such sale, free from any right of
redemption, which we hereby expressly waive and release.
We will bear and pay all expenses of every kind (including all charges for legal services) of the enforcement
of any of your rights herein mentioned or of any claim or demand by you against us, or of any actual or attempted
sale, exchange, enforcement, collection, compromise, or settlement of any such security, and of the receipt of
proceeds thereof, and will repay to you any such expenses incurred by you.
5. You shall not be deemed to have waived any of your rights hereunder, unless you or your authorized
agent shall have signed such waiver in writing. No such waiver, unless expressly as stated therein, shall be
effective as to any transaction which occurs subsequent to the date of such waiver, nor as to any continuance of a
breach after such waiver.
6. The word “property” as used in this agreement includes goods, merchandise, securities, funds, choses in
action, and any and all other forms of property, whether real, personal, or mixed, and any right or interest therein.
7. If this agreement is signed by one individual, the terms “we,” “our,” “us,” shall be read throughout as
“I,” “my,” “me,” as the case may be. If this agreement is signed by two or more parties, it shall be the joint
and several agreement of such parties.
Very truly yours,
Form I—Acceptance Agreement

May, 1926
Bankers’ commission on ac
ceptance contracts............... xx
To Cash.............................
xx
For commission to bank under
acceptance agreement num
ber .........................................
Under some circumstances, the pay
ment of the commission may be deferred
until maturity of the obligation. In
this instance, the credit would be to
the account designated as “liability to
bankers for acceptances payable,” in
stead of to cash account.
When the accepted draft is negotiated
and sold, in the commercial-paper
marker or privately, entry is passed as
follows:
Cash............... ..................
xx
Discount on bankers’ accept
ances ...................................... xx
To Unsold bankers’ ac
ceptances .......................
xx
For sale of draft number—
If the merchandise remains in the
warehouse during the entire lifetime
of the obligation, the entry made at
the maturity of the draft is as follows:
Liability to bankers for ac
ceptances payable................. xx
To Cash.............................
xx
For payment to bank to take
up draft under acceptance
agreement number—
During the lifetime of the obligation,
merchandise may be withdrawn from
the warehouse under trust receipt and
sold, and the proceeds turned over to
the bank in accordance with the terms
of the trust receipt. Entries would be
made as follows:
Cash.......................................... xx
To Sales................................
xx
For sale of merchandise.
Liability to bankers for ac
ceptances payable................ xx
To Cash.............................
xx
For payment of cash received
from sale of merchandise
withdrawn on trust receipt.
The bank is sometimes lenient in
respect to carrying out the terms of the
trust receipt, and the chain-store or
ganization is sometimes permitted to
retain the cash in its own funds until
the maturity of the obligation—that is,
the chain-store organization is not
forced to turn the cash over to the bank
after each sale is made. In such in
stances, the cash account is credited
and the liability account debited only
at the maturity of the obligation, when
the entire debt is paid in one amount.
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Consider the Fact-finding Ability
Outstanding Ability of Accountant
Develop
ment of this Ability Important from Vocational
Viewpoint
Ability Can be Acquired
ACT-FINDING is a very important

ability to ascertain facts as to contract

an automobile, or a house, you can not
act intelligently and with safety unless
you have ascertained fully and accu
rately certain facts that bear on the pro
posed purchase. The same need for
facts is found when you are considering
a new position, the choice of a course
of study, or the selection of a place for
your summer vacation. Every conclu
sion that you make is based either upon
certain facts, or upon your assumption
that certain facts exist.
The community, as well as the indi
vidual, must also ascertain facts as a
basis for judgment. Witness, for exam
ple, the Senate inquiry into conditions
existing under the 18th Amendment and
the Volstead Act. Wets and drys are
presenting such facts as are available
on the gigantic national problem of
prohibition. Eventually, the judgment
of the people as to the desirability of
the continuance of the present law will
be determined on the basis of the eco
nomic and other results obtained. Just
now the people are anxiously awaiting
full information as to the facts.
The fact-finding ability is one of the
most important vocational abilities that
a man can possess. This ability is
rarely or never an inherited or natural
ability, but is acquired by patient effort.
One learns in the study of mathematics,
that all the facts that bear on a problem
must be taken into consideration in
order to obtain the correct solution.
In the natural sciences, likewise, one
must have the basic facts in order to
obtain the correct solution of a problem.
While the schools, by instruction in
these and other subjects, emphasize the
importance of fact-finding, it is a lam
entable fact that the majority of
people make innumerable decisions with
respect to their personal affairs without
obtaining, in the particular instance,
reliable information of the facts in
volved.
Many of us, therefore, can well afford
to give thought to the development of
this important success quality. The
study of many vocational subjects im
proves the fact-finding ability. The
study of law, for example, develops the

cal and mathematical matters of all
kinds.
Accountancy is one of the best of the
studies to develop the fact-finding
ability, because it requires one to ascer
tain facts with respect to business con
ditions, with respect to legal relations
growing out of business transactions,
and with respect to efficiency in organi
zation and management. The public
accountant, particularly, is a profes
sional fact-finder—a professional man
who investigates enterprises of every
kind, profit and non-profit, for the
purpose of ascertaining facts relating to
their financial condition and to the
results of their operations.
Analyze the causes of the success of a
leader in business affairs, and you will
invariably find that he is able to ascer
tain the essential facts with respect to
any proposition that comes before him
for decision. Analyze the. causes of
the failure of an unsuccessful man, and
you will find almost certainly that he
has taken important action on the basis
of erroneous or inadequate facts.
In driving an automobile, if the fog
is so thick, or the glare of headlights
is so intense that you can not see the
road ahead, you do not proceed on the
theory that you have a clear roadway.
You wait until you have your facts.
Likewise, in any business or personal
proposition, it is dangerous to drive
ahead until you have your facts.
Give full consideration, therefore, in
your program of self-development, to
the improvement of your fact-finding
ability. As you go along in your daily
affairs, seek to obtain complete facts
on any subject upon which you must
make a decision. Do not express opin
ions, or take important steps of any
kind, on the basis of assumed facts.
In addition to developing this im
portant ability by practicing daily on
obtaining accurate states of fact, it is
profitable to undertake a study of some
vocational subject that will provide a
technical ability in the ascertainment
of facts—such an ability as that pos
sessed by the lawyer, the engineer, or
the public accountant.

part of every person’s business. ual relations. The study of engineering
FWhether
you are buying a suit of clothes,develops the ability to handle mechani

West Addresses Alumni Association
President West, American Institute of Accountants,
<! Talks on the History of Accountancy
Copies
of Pacioli's “Double Entry” in Institute Library
Next Meeting of Association in September
IT

Mr. West said that he believed it
RESIDENT William H. West, of
the American Institute of Ac remarkable that accountants are today
countants, was greeted by a large using the very principles that Pacioli
laid down in the latter part of the
audience at the final spring meeting and
luncheon of the Pace Alumni Associa fifteenth century. He paid a tribute to
tion, at the Machinery Club, Saturday, the foresight and clear thinking of this
April 17th, and for more than an hour monk.
Development of accounting societies
held his audience with an interesting
discussion of the history of accountancy, in Scotland, and later in England, and
and of the activities of the American the beginning of accountancy in this
Institute of Accountants. Since the country were described. It will be
meeting, many members of the alumni forty years in 1927 since the first na
association have taken occasion to tell tional organization of accountants was
its officers of the pleasure and profit formed in this country, the organiza
they derived from this particular meet tion which was the forerunner of the
ing. It was announced that the next American Institute of Accountants.
It was the desire to set standards to
meeting will be held in September, and
plans have already been made for a which accountants might adhere in
program in the Fall that promises to be their public practice that led to the,
organization of the Institute in its
of exceptional interest.
Mr. West, in describing the begin present form, Mr. West said. He spoke
ning of accountancy, took his audience briefly of those standards, and of the
back 4,000 years, saying that the first requirements for admission, which in
financial records of which any trace clude a thorough preliminary education
has been found were those baked on and a number of years of experience.
clay tablets, during the days of the He told of the assistance that the Insti
Babylonian empire, and that these tute has given to various educational
records apparently had to do with tax institutions in setting up courses of
payments. There are records to indi study for the preparation of those who
cate that the Greeks had auditors, and would enter the practice of accountancy.
it is believed, according to Mr. West, Mr.. West stated that public accountants
that they were the first to take this were slowly but surely working to the
forward step in keeping and checking point where accountancy will, in the
public estimation, take rank with the
records.
The first description of double-entry older professions of law and medicine.
Mr. West expressed a cordial interest
booking that has been found is that
written by a monk, Pacioli, in Italy. in the activities of the association, and
So far as is known there are but four emphasized the fact that the Institute
copies in existence of the book that he desires to be of assistance in any way
wrote, and two of those copies, Mr. it can in the advancement of the pro
West stated, are in the library of the fession of accountancy.
President Swenson announced that
Institute. He invited the members of
the association to come and inspect the meeting would be the last meeting
these books, and also to make use of of the alumni association until the
the facilities of the library. Mr. third Saturday in September. He specif
Schaeberle, executive secretary of the ically reviewed the constant growth of
association, is a member of the Insti the alumni association since its organi
tute, and volunteered to give any mem zation about a year ago and outlined
bers of the association who wished to some of the big things which were in
use the library the necessary cards of store for the association next Fall,
among which he mentioned the Sep
introduction.
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tember election, the October dinnerdance, the November graduation and
the sponsoring of the dance that even
ing by the Alumni Association, and
Saturday afternoon field trips. Mr.
Arthur Tucker, assistant secretary for
Public Affairs, American Institute, was
introduced to the members of the as
sociation. After the transaction of
routine business, the meeting adjourned.

Control of Deposited
Funds
RELATIVELY simple procedure
whereby funds on deposit may be
controlled and transferred, when it is
desired to maintain business relations
with several depositories, involves the
use of one bank in which all deposits
are made, and of one or more other
banks, as may be necessary, for the
handling of disbursements.
This procedure is made use of by
many large business organizations. A
desirable adaptation of the procedure
lies in the use of a single bank account
for disbursements for a specified purpose.
For instance, if the accounts payable are
voluminous, and separate ledgers are
kept in sections, a separate bank ac
count for disbursements covering each
section of the accounts payable ledger
facilitates the transfer of funds from the
deposit bank to the bank covering any
one section of the ledger. Likewise, if
payments are to be made to persons in
foreign countries where checks issued
are likely to be outstanding for rela
tively long periods, a separate bank ac
count may be provided, thus relieving
a general bank account of the burden
of these items. The expedient is also
used in the payment of dividends and
of interest on bonds.
It is possible to avoid by this means
the necessity for selecting individual
vouchers, and indicating from which of
several banks they are to be paid.
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Gross Margin vs. Gross
Profit—a Matter of
Terminology
ECENTLY a number of retail as
sociations, raised objection to the
use of the term “gross profits”
revenue statements, on the ground that
the large mark-up in terms of gross
profit prejudices their customers and
the public against them because of con
fusion of gross profits with actual net
profits. They would prefer the use of a
term such as “gross margin” or other
term that clearly avoids the inference
that the so-called “profits” involved
are net to the concerns which make
them.
Problems such as this warrant the
careful thought of accountants and
students of accountancy generally, in
order that from their experiences and
study there may be evolved in time a
standardized and generally accepted
accounting terminology. The account
ancy profession stands in great need of
such a terminology.
What is your opinion as to the merits
of the objection raised by the retail
associations referred to? Consider it
carefully, and let the Editor have the
results of your deliberation.
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Computing Depreciation
for Tax Purposes
DPRECIATION ordinarily begins
E
to accumulate at the time a unit of
equipment or a building is put into ser
vice. Notwithstanding this fact, it is a
common custom for many accountants
and bookkeepers to‘ use as a basis for
the computation of depreciation the
balance of the asset account as it ap
pears at the beginning of the account
ing period, while others adopt the
balance of the asset account as at the
close of the accounting period. If there
has been no change in the balance of the
asset account during the period, either
basis may be adopted. If there have
been additions or retirements of equip
ment or both, appreciable error may
result.
The matter has received the attention

of the Treasury Department in connec
tion with the determination of income
tax, and is discussed in a ruling known
as Income Tax Ruling 1158. The ruling
appears on page 173 of Cumulative
Bulletin I-1 of the Internal Revenue
Bulletin Service, issued through the

Superintendent of Documents, Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington,
D. C., and is still invoked in the review
of tax returns by the Income Tax Unit.
It was the opinion of the office issuing
the ruling that neither the opening nor
the closing balance of the asset accounts
is the proper value upon which to base
in
depreciation allowances for any taxable
year in which improvements, additions,
or betterments have been made to de
preciable property, or in which deprec
iable assets have been abandoned or
scrapped. If the opening balance is
used in such cases the taxpayer will not
be given the benefit of a deduction for
the amount of depreciation sustained in
the taxable year on the additions made
during the year, while a deduction
would be allowed for a full year’s depre
ciation on the assets discarded during
the year. On the other hand, if depre
ciation is computed upon the closing
balance, the taxpayer would not be
allowed a deduction for any deprecia
tion sustained during the year upon the
assets abandoned, while a deduction
would be allowed for a full year’s depre
ciation upon the assets acquired during
the year.
The office was also of the opinion that
in such cases the proper allowance for
depreciation of the assets acquired or
discarded during the year is that pro
portion of the depreciation of such
assets for the entire taxable year which
the portion of the year during which the
assets were used in the trade or business
bears to the full taxable year.
It was held, therefore, that deprecia
tion should be computed for the entire
taxable year only upon those assets
which were properly included in the
opening balances of the depreciable
asset accounts, and which were not
abandoned or scrapped during the tax
able year. Depreciation should be com
puted on each asset discarded during
the year at the proper annual rate for
the period from the beginning of the
year to the date the asset was aban
doned, and upon each improvement,
addition, or betterment made during
the year the cost of which is not de
ductible from gross income as a business
expense, at the proper annual rate for
that portion of the taxable year inter
vening between the date the improve
ment,

addition,

or betterment was

made and the close of the taxable year.
The foregoing sets forth the treat
ment that is technically correct. The
Treasury Department, however, permits
a deviation from the procedure outlined
when practicality indicates a deviation
desirable. The ruling mentioned states

II

that if in any case the improvements,
additions, or betterments made or the
assets discarded were, during the tax
able year, so numerous and in such small
amounts that the time and labor in
volved in computing depreciation in the
manner above described upon each
separate improvement, addition, or bet
terment or asset abandoned would be so
disproportionate to the resulting change
in tax liability as not to warrant depre
ciation being so computed, such changes
in the depreciable assets may be con
sidered to have occurred ratably during
the year. In such cases, depreciation
may be computed upon the average of
the opening and closing balances of the
asset account, such average being deter
mined by adding together the balances
at the beginning and the end of the tax
able year and dividing by 2.

Class of 1928, Pace
Institute
T E class of 1928 embraces a member
H
ship of over seven hundred students
at Pace Institute. The membership
represents a part of the students who en
rolled during 1925 and who, upon fulfil
ment of the scholastic requirements of
the Institute, will be entitled to gradu
ate as the class of 1928.
The class has been organized for the
purpose of bringing the members to
gether in social functions between now
and the time of graduation. A dinnerdance will be held at the Hotel St.
George, Brooklyn, on Saturday evening,
May 22.
Elections of officers were held in the
classrooms of the Institute on April
5, 6 and 7. From the list of nominees
selected by the executive committee,
the following officers were elected:
President, Thomas Jones, B 6301, Comp
troller’s Dept., Standard Oil Co. of
N. J.; Vice-president, Warren Ball,
B 6305, Accounting Dept., Interna
tional Nickel Co.; Secretary, Miss
MargarettaClough, C 6403, Accounting
Dept., Porter Adv. Co.; Treasurer, W.
A. Bigg, C 6401, Asst. Treasurer, Pru
dence Company, Inc.; Faculty Advisor,
J. C. Myer, C.P.A. (N. J.).
The executive committee of the
organization consists of: Thomas D.
Jones, B 6301; Nathan Herman, B 6302;
C. Norman Lopez, B 6303; W. J. Saun
ders, B 6304; Warren W. Ball, B 6305;
Warren C. Trested, B 6306; Jerome J.
Kern, C 6401; Anthony J. Fanelle,
C 6402; Russell C. Wolfe, C 6403; James
A. Grieg, C 6404, and D. A. Dunbar,
A 6101.

Determination of Manufacturing Costs
Proposition from Pace Finals
Solution with Illus
trative Entries
Ratio of Direct Labor to Overhead
By the Associate Editor
HE problem of recording costs in production. In addition, other matters
an enterprise that is engaged in of interest in connection with corpora
manufacturing is one of universal tion accounting are considered.
interest to the accountant. The deter
Proposition
mination of the cost of production; and
the related question of valuations ap
The following trial balance was taken
plicable to inventories, are matters of from the books of David Manufactur
serious moment, since errors made in ing Company as at December 31, 1925:
respect to these matters are likely to
The following items have not been
cause over-statement or under-statement given consideration in the above trial
of financial condition and of profit out balance figures :
come.
The proposition that forms the basis Closing raw materials inventory.......... $21,095.06
finished stock inventory..... 2.3,496.79
for this article offers a good opportunity Closing
Closing work-in-process inventory:
for determining the nature of those
Material............................................. 26,271.98
Labor................................................. 60,897.56
items which are chargeable as costs of
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DAVID MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Trial Balance as at December 31, 1925
Name of Account
Land.........................................................................................................
Buildings (Shop)......................................................................................
Machinery.................................................................................................
Cash...........................................................................................................
Accounts Receivable Control..................................................................
2-7 Raw Materials Inventory, January 1, 1925...........................................
35 Finished Stock Inventory, January 1, 1925...........................................
39 Work-in-Process Inventory, January 1, 1925:
Material............................................................................. $21,763.08
Labor........................... .................................................... 50,021.85
Overhead.....................................................................
50,021.85

L.F.
5
9
14
18
23

43
51
57
63
65
69
73

77
81
85
89
93
97

101
105
109
113
117
121
125
1 29
133
135
137

141
148
149

Dr.
Cr.
70,000.00 $...............
490,000.00
.............
105,000.00
.............
50,087.10
.............
95,001.68
.............
65,887.32 .............
72,428.32
.............

121,806.78

Accounts Payable Control...................................................................................
Office Furniture and Fixtures..................................................................
1,806.47
Notes Payable.................................................................... ...........................................
Six per cent. First Mortgage Gold Bonds........... . . . ................................................
Raw Material Purchases.........................................................................
112,567.89
Freight Inward on Raw Materials........................................................
3,300.15
Labor....................
189,608.74
Indirect Labor..........................................................................................
42,873.09
Shop. Supplies..............................................................
10,871.98
Shop Light, Heat, and Power.......................
13,507.54
Shop Insurance.........................................................................................
11,950.00
Shop General Expenses...........................................................................
63,156.89
Discount on Sales..................................................
4,873.49
Interest on Bonds.....................................................................................
9,750.00
General Office'Expense ..........................................................................
4,281.23
General Office Salaries............................................................................
5,281.03
Freight Outward on Sales......................................
4,961.27
Interest on Notes Payable......................................................................
2,861.43
Returned Sales and Allowances.............................
12,865.78
Sales.......................................................................................
Discount On Purchases................................................................
Miscellaneous Income...................................................................................................
Reserve for Depreciation of Building..........................................................................
Reserve for Depreciation ofMachinery. . ...................................................................
Capital Stock...........................................
Surplus...........................................................................................................................
Treasury Stock..........................................................................................
10,000.00

.............
69,989.93
.............
45,000.00
325,000.00
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............
........
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............
678,461.73
1,863.42
873.09
19,456.32
31,672.63
360,000.00
153,513.26
.............

$1,685,830.38 $1,685,830.38

12.

Overhead—to be computed on the
basis of the ratio between total
labor and total overhead. Carry
percentage to four decimal places.
Closing inventory of shop supplies...
3,831.43
Accrued payroll:
Direct labor......................................
2,871.45
Indirect labor...................
671.58
Office salaries..............................
897.63
Addition to Reserve for bad debts....
1,845.82
Six months’ accrued interest on bonds . 9,750.00
Unexpired shop insurance.
7,913.47
Depreciation on shop buildings—
4 per cent. per annum
Depreciation on machinery—
12½ per cent. per annum
Depreciation on office furniture and fixtures—
10 per cent. per annum
1½
per cent. dividend declared December 10, 1925,
payable January 10, 1926.
1,000,000 units were completed during the year.
Submit: (a) entries to adjust and close the books.
In closing, set up a cost of manufacture account
which will gather together all manufacturing
costs, and a trading account which will show gross
profit; (b) tabulation showing details of cost of
production, subdivided as to material, labor, and
overhead, and showing unit cost, subdivided as
to unit cost of total material, unit cost of total
labor, and unit cost of total overhead.

Solution
It will be advisable first to make such
entries as may be necessary to effect the
adjustments such as are common to all
closings. The matter of inventory will
be considered separately. The adjusting
entries are shown in (a) page 13.
The adjusting entries are similar to
those that are likely to be met with in
any closing of books. For that reason
they will not be discussed in detail.

Dividend Payable
There is a statement in the proposi
tion to the effect that a 1½ per cent.
dividend had been declared December
20, 1925, payable January 10, 1926.
This dividend had not been entered on
the records at the time the trial balance
had been drawn off. It becomes neces
sary, therefore, to determine what con
sideration, if any, should be given to
this dividend.
A dividend is, generally speaking, a
portion of surplus or surplus profits of a
corporation that is definitely set apart
by formal action of the board of direc-
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known, respectively, as material, labor,
and overhead or burden. It becomes
necessary, therefore, to gather together
4,440.66 all costs of the nature indicated.
By reference to the trial balance, it
will be apparent that aside from the
Estimated doubtful accounts................... ........................................................
1,845.82.
accounts recording raw materials, and
To Reserve for doubtful accounts.................................................................
1,845.82. labor, the following accounts record
For setting up reserve.
costs of operating the factory: indirect
labor; shop supplies; shop light, heat
Interest on bonds................ . ................ . ..........................................................
9,750.00
and power; shop insurance; and shop
To Accrued interest payable.........................................................................
9,750.00
general expenses. None of the other
For accruing interest on bonds.
elements appearing on the trial balance
applies to the factory, but rather to
Unexpired shop insurance...................... . ........................................................
7,92.3.47
To Shop insurance. . . ................
.....................................................
7,913.47 general operations and financing of the
For setting up shop insurance unexpired.
undertaking. In addition, however, to
the elements appearing on the trial
balance that apply to the factory pro
.................
45,2.2.5.00
Depreciation on factory building and on machinery
.................
19,600.00 duction, the element of depreciation on
To Reserve for depreciation of building................
.................
25,625.00 factory building and machinery, set up
Reserve for depreciation of machinery............
For setting up depreciation as follows:
in one of the adjustment entries pre
$19,600.00
Factory building, 4% of $49,000.00......................
viously given, should be considered.
2.5,62.5.00
Machinery, 12½% of $205,000.00. . ...................
On the basis of the foregoing state
$45,225.00
ment of items applicable to production,
entry is formulated as in form (b) page 14.
Depreciation on furniture and fixtures............................................................
2.80.65
Reference to the proposition will
To Reserve for depreciation on furniture and fixtures ...............................
2.80.65 indicate, however, that not all of the
For setting up depreciation on furniture and fixtures, 10 per cent. of $2,806.47.
raw materials and shop supplies were
consumed during the year. Adjustment
Adjusting Entries
must, therefore, be made to the cost of
production account to give considera
tors of the corporation, for the purpose which it owns. Any liability for divi tion to the inventories mentioned. The
of distribution to the holders of the dends attaches only to the extent of the entry would be as follows:
materials inventory,
capital stock of the corporation. In the dividends that apply to stock in the Raw
December 31, 19............. 21,095.06
proposition being considered, the divi hands of stockholders. Accordingly, Shop supplies inventory,
dend presumably represents an amount the dividend liability is on the amount
December 31, 19.............
3,831.43
To Cost of production.
24,926.49
of earned profits that are to be given to of stock outstanding in the hands of
up closing in
stockholders—in this instance $360,- For setting
the stockholders.
ventories.
The dividend was declared December coo.oo of total capital stock, minus
Work-in-Process Inventory
20, 1925, but is to be paid to the stock $10,000.00 of capital stock in the
holders on January 10, 1926. When a treasury, or $350,000.00.
The problem states that there was a
The entry follows:
dividend has been declared by the board
certain amount of inventory of workof directors of a corporation, the act
5,250.00
of such declaration definitely sets apart Surplus...............................................................................................................
To dividends payable. .................... ......................................................
5,150.00
a portion of the surplus, and to the ex For setting
up dividend declared December 10, 1925, payable
tent of such dividend declaration the
January 10, 1926 (minute book page .
stockholders become creditors of the
Capital stock account.......................................................... $360,000.00
Less stock in treasury......................................... .
10,000.00
corporation. The liability of the cor
poration arises upon the declaration of
Stockoutstanding................................................................ 350,000.00
the dividend, even though the dividend
Dividend................................................................................
.01½
may be payable at a future date. Ac
5,150.00
cordingly, it is proper that this divi
dend be set up in the accounts as a
reduction of the corporate surplus, and,
Cost of Production
in-process on hand as at December 31,
at the same time, as a liability.
In connection with the dividend
Generally speaking, the cost of pro 1925—that is, there was certain ma
declaration, the question arises as to duction in a manufacturing concern con terial in the factory upon which the
what the amount of the liability for sists of the cost of material consumed manufacturing operations had not been
dividends is. Reference to the trial that furnishes the basis of the manu completed. This amount is, of course,
balance will indicate that $10,000 of facturing operation, the cost of labor an offset against the cost of production
treasury stock appears on the debit side directly applied to the material in the for the purpose of determining the net
of the trial balance. This item presum manufacturing process, and the expenses cost of production completed. The
ably represents stock owned by the of operating the manufacturing plant, value of the work-in-process inventory
corporation. A corporation should not for the purpose of turning out the will consist of the value of material, the
declare dividends on its own stock product. These three elements are cost of the labor that has been applied
Labor..................................................................... .................. . ........................
Indirect labor................................................................... .................................
General office salaries........................................................................................
To Accrued payroll............................................................ ......................
For setting up accrued payroll.

2.,871.45
671.58
897.63

14
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Cost of production.........................................................
To Work-in-process inventory, January 1, 1925 ....
Raw materials inventory, January 1, 1925..........
Raw materials purchased. . .•...............................
Freight inward on raw materials........................
Labor (direct).........................................................
Indirect labor.................... ................................. ..
Shop light, heat and power.................................
Shop insurance........................................................
Shop general expenses. .......... ...............................
Shop supplies........................................................ .
Depreciation on factory building and machinery
For transfer, analyzed as follows:
Material
Labor
Work-in-Process, Jan. 1, 1925.................. 21,763.08 50,021.85
Raw materials inventory, Jan. 1, 1925..
65,887.32.
.............
Raw material purchases,........................ 112,567.89
.............
Freight inward on raw material............
3,300.15
.............
Labor (direct)............................. .................................. 192,480.19
Indirect labor.................................................................
Shop light, heat and power.........................................
Shop insurance..........................................................
Shop general expense....................................................
Shop supplies................................................................
Depreciation on buildings and machinery ...............

686,476.04
121,806.78
65,887.31
112,567.89
3,300.15
192,480.19
43,544.67
507.54
4,026.53
63,156.89
10,871.98
45,225.00

Overhead
50,021.85

43,544.67

13,507.54

4,016.53
63,156.89
10,871.98
45,115.00

$203,518.54 $242,502.04 $240,455.46

(b) Entry setting up cost of production
to the material, and a proper share or in its statement of conditions. The
proportion of the miscellaneous factory- computation that has' been given in
expenses that have been indicated. cludes in the figures used as a basis for
Various methods are employed in prac the determination the labor and ma
tice in determining the proportion of terial applicable to the opening inven
factory overhead that should be ap tory of work-in-process. It is quite
plied to the work-in-process inventory. possible that conditions during the
The problem, however, states that the current year would be different from
overhead should be computed on the those in the previous year and that the
basis of the ratio between total labor ratio of direct labor expended during
and total overhead.
the current year to the overhead costs
Reference to the journal entry setting during the current year should be used—
up the cost of production account will that is, that the figure of $192,480.19
indicate that the total labor was should be the labor cost used, and the
$242,502.04. The total overhead was figure of $186,602.18 should be used
$236,62.4.03 ($240,455.46 minus $3,831 for overhead. If these figures should be
.43). The ratio between the two is used, a slightly different overhead per
.9758 to 1—that is, for every dollar of centage would result. However, as the
labor expended $.9758 of overhead cost problem uses the terms “total labor”
was incurred. The overhead applicable and “total overhead,” it is fair to
to work-in-process is, therefore, .9758 x assume that the examiner intended that
$60,897.56, or $59,423.84. The total the opening balance of labor and over
cost of production, $661,549.55, may, head applicable to work-in-process
therefore, be apportioned as follows: should be included in this computation.
$146,593.38 as unfinished work-in-pro
Entry should be passed as below in
cess, and $514,956.17 as goods finished form (c).
during the year.
Closing Entries
In respect to the determination of the
The problem from this point on
ratio between direct labor and over
head, the problem is not entirely clear should cause no difficulty. The opening
Inventory work-in-process, December 31, 19.................. . ....................................... 146,593.38
Cost of finished goods produced................................................................................ 514,956.17
661,549.55
To Cost of production.............................................................................................
For closing inventory analyzed as follows:
Work-inFinished
Production
Process
Goods
Material.................................................... $182,423.48 $ 26,271.98 $156,151.50
Labor........................................................ 242,502.04 60,897.56 181,604.48
Overhead.................................................. 236,624.03
59,413.84 177,200.19

$661,549.55 $146,593.38 $514,956.17

(Overhead on work-in-process is calculated on the basis of $.9758 of overhead
for each $1.00 of direct labor, being relation of total labor to total overhead.)____________________

(c) Entry transferring inventories from cost of production

finished stock inventory conforms to
the inventory of finished goods ordin
arily met with in a trading concern, and
the cost of finished goods produced
account conforms to the ordinary pur
chases account. These items will be
closed out to trading account in the
usual manner. The closing inventory
of finished stock will likewise be set
up in the usual manner and the accounts
closed, as indicated by the following
entries:
Trading..............................
To Finished stock inven
tory, Jan. 1,1925 . .
Freight outward on
sales.......................
Returned sales and al
lowances...............
Cost of finished goods
produced...............
For transfer.
Finished stock inventory,
December 31, 1925.........
To Trading.................
For setting up closing in
ventory of finished stock.
Sales....................................
To Trading.....................
For transfer.
Trading..............................
To Profit and loss...........
For transfer of gross profit.
Profit and loss....................
To Discount on sales....
Interest on bonds....
General office expense
General office salaries
Interest on notes pay
able .......................
Estimated doubtful
accounts................
Depreciation on office
furniture and fix
tures ......................
For transfer.
Discount on purchases....
Miscellaneous income........
To Profit and loss..........
For transfer.
Profit and loss...................
To Surplus......................
For transferring net profit.

605,211.54
71,418.31

4,961.27
12,865.78

514,956.17
13,496.79

13,496.79

678,461.73

678,461.73
96,746.98
96,746.98

39,821.18
4,873.49
19,500.00
4,281.13
6,178.66

2,861.43
1,845.82

180.65

1,863.42
873.09
2,736.51
59,662.21

59,662.21

In the instance of corporation ac
counting, the balance of profit and loss
is customarily closed out into a surplus
account. The surplus account is not
closed out into the capital stock ac
count, but is held separately in the trial
balance and on the balance sheet. To
this extent the procedure is different
from the accounting for a sole propri
etor, in which the customary practice is
to close the profit and loss account out
into the capital account. The difference
in procedure is found in the fact that it
is essential in corporation accounting to
draw a sharp line of demarcation be
tween capital on the one hand and ac
cumulated profits on the other.
(Continued on Page 23)

Rules to Follow in Changing Position
at Thirty or Over
Accumulated Knowledge of Calling Should be Con
served
Radical Change in Vocation Usually
Inadvisable
Valuable Generalizations
N these days we hear a good deal in a mechanical pursuit, in connection,
about vocational misfits, and of for example, with electrical or automo
the attempt to fit square pegs into bile work, feels that he would profit
round holes. In every part of the counby transfer to office work, or to selling,
try the public schools are doing what or to some other occupation that is not
they can to guide young men and primarily of a mechanical nature.
women into occupations suited to their
In short, the world is full of people
respective abilities and inclinations. who are vocationally restless and dis
Many large business organizations are satisfied, and who, encouraged by the
using various tests and procedures for continuous discussion of vocational se
the purpose of better adjusting em lection and of the various psychological
ployees to the various kinds of work to and other tests that are used to deter
be done. Our military authorities dur mine mental abilities, seek advice and
ing the great war selected men in a counsel on this most intimate and
very practical sort of way for the kinds interesting of questions.
of work for which they were respect
During the last twenty years the
ively best fitted.
Institute has made an intensive study
So much has been said and written of these matters, and thousands of vo
on this subject, that almost every per cational interviews have taken place
son has asked himself at one time or between representatives of the Institute
another whether or not he was engaged and men and women who have had
in the occupation best suited to his vocational problems to discuss. I hope
natural abilities. Every now and again to give you, in this brief radio talk, a
a teacher in the public schools, for few generalizations, based on the exper
example, has sought advice as to iences of the Institute—generalizations
whether or not a business career would which may be of use to my hearers
offer better opportunities than teaching. in answering some of their own per
Many an office employee who has a sonal queries.
strong inclination for life in the open
The first generalization is this—the
air and who feels that he is working to longer a person has continued in one occupa
little effect in an unnatural environ tion and in one environment, and the older
ment, has sought advice as to the oppor he is, the more difficult it is for him to make
tunities in farming, or in specialized a radical change in occupation.
kinds of outdoor work, such as fruit
Each person has certain natural
raising, vegetable growing, or poultry abilities, and these natural abilities
raising.
are shaped and developed by his occu
Many a person who is located in a pation and his general environment.
village or a small city community, has Each person is, to a considerable extent,
rebelled at the restrictions of his loca a product of his environment and he
tion, and has sought advice as to does certain things, and holds certain
whether or not a change to a large views, because of the effect of his
surroundings.
city would be practicable.
Oftentimes an employee in some divi
Consider this rule, if you will, with
sion of the Government or State service respect to a man who was born in the
concludes that the financial opportuni city, educated in the city, and who has
ties for advancement are so limited, worked in the city until he is thirtyand the needs of his family are so great, five or forty years of age. The physique
that he must seek other employment.
of such a man, first of all, is adjusted
Once in a while the person engaged to city life. He walks comfortably on

I

concrete sidewalks and paved streets;
he is able to live and sleep under condi
tions that are crowded and noisy as
compared with country conditions; and
his whole scheme of physical living is
adapted to the conditions imposed by
the city.
If such a man changes his city en
vironment and city occupation, par
ticularly if the latter does not call for
manual labor, for life on a farm, a very
serious readjustment of all his habits of
living must take place. He must sleep
a different series of hours out of the
twenty-four, he must learn to walk
comfortably on ploughed ground, he
must adjust himself to greater extremes
of cold and heat; and, in addition to
these physical matters, he finds himself
in contact with people who, by reason
of their occupation and environment,
hold very much different views with
respect to many matters of living and
work.
If the contrary change is made—that
is, if a man who has worked on a farm
until he is thirty-five or forty, removes
to a city and gives up physical work
and attempts to adjust himself to office
work and to the conditions of city
living, his difficulties are just as great,
or even greater, than the ones confront
ing the city man who, at age thirtyfive or forty, removes to the country.
Such a country person entering into
city life might suffer in health, and
might find it entirely impracticable to
adjust himself to city work and life.
Consider, if you will, a radical change
of work which does not involve a
transfer from city to country, or from
country to city. For example, consider
the instance of a teacher forty years of
age, a college man, who, after seventeen
years of continuous teaching in the
schools, concludes to enter business.
Such a man would find himself, in an
ordinary business position, in an en
vironment entirely different from that
15

16
to which he had been accustomed. The
hours would be longer, the duties
would be continuous tor fifty weeks
out of the fifty-two, practically every
point arising in his work would be
decided on a profit and loss basis, and
much of the idealism, which is ever
present in the teacher’s work, would be
lacking. Under such conditions it can
readily be seen that such a change
would not promise success except in the
instance of an extremely unusual person,
or an extremely exceptional set of
circumstances.
The illustrations could be multiplied
without end. Each would but empha
size the extreme difficulty involved in
making a radical change of employment
after one is thirty-five or forty years of
age.
The next generalization is—when a
vocational change becomes necessary, espec
ially if the individual is thirty years of
age or over, the change should not be too
radical.
For example, if a teacher in the public
schools should decide to change his
occupation, it would be well tor him to
consider opportunities in private school
teaching or in college work, and oppor
tunities in various quasi-educational
institutions, such as lecture bureaus,
travel bureaus, and publishing houses,
before considering the commercial held
proper. If he should decide to enter a
commercial organization, then he
should consider the opportunities in
personnel and educational work, be
cause of his own experience in teaching
and advising students.
The reason for, this general rule is
that a great deal of the experience ob
tained in years of previous employment
can be utilized in the new work if it is
similar or related to the old work.
If a large part of this ability is lost in a
vocational transfer, such loss must be
made good by new facts and knowledge
acquired in the new undertaking. This
means that the individual must begin
in a very limited position with low
salary, and in a position possibly un
suited to his general habits of life.
If a city man engaged in office work
should, for example, conclude that he
must live more or less out-of-doors, he
might be able to make a satisfactory
change by obtaining clerical or quasimanagerial work on a plantation, or
with a firm of contractors. Clerical
work is carried on in connection
with certain open-air enterprises, and a
change to such work would be more
logical for an office man thirty-five or
forty years of age than would be a
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change to farming. The latter would
require not only capital, but actual
manual work and agricultural knowl
edge.
The wisest course, in the great ma
jority of cases, is for the mature person
to utilize his job experience in such a
way as to aid him to attain the next
step of logical advancement. If he will
use this experience and develop and
improve his ability by the intelligent
use of his spare time, he is much more
likely to succeed than he is if he makes
a radical change and abandons the
friendships and the experience which
he has gained in years of work.
The third generalization is—that a
man should choose a hobby or incidental
occupation that enables him to express some
natural aptitude or inclination.
If a man engaged in office work longs
for the opportunity for agricultural
work, it is usually practicable for him
to have a home and a garden in which
he can raise flowers, and vegetables, and
fruits, and thus satisfy his craving for
this type of work. If he works in the
country he can create, to some extent, a
city environment by reason of music,
and books, and magazines, and other
comforts which are now almost as
available in the country as in the city.
If he has a mechanical bent, he can
work with radio or make furniture.
If he has musical ability, he can sing or
develop ability on a musical instru
ment. There is plenty of opportunity
for an avocation of this kind.
The principle here involved is the use
of the avocation, hobby, or incidental
occupation as an offset to the routiniz
ing and tiring effects of the principal
occupation. The hours of work are
usually so short, in office occupations
particularly, that one can, by means of
his hobbies, satisfy such inclinations
as are not satisfied by his work proper.
Therefore, we conclude—
First: That radical changes in voca
tion and environment are not often
justified when a man or woman is of
mature years and has become voca
tionally well settled. There may be
exceptional cases in which the rule is
not operative, but it should govern in
nine cases out of ten.
Second: That when a change of vo
cation is made after one is vocationally
well settled, particularly if one is of
mature years, say thirty, forty, or over,
the change should be to some occupa
tion related to the original occupation,
in order that the loss in acquaintance
ship, occupational experience and

knowledge, and the like, shall be as
little as possible.
Third: That after one is vocationally
well-settled and has aspirations and
desires that are not fully satisfied by his
principal occupation, he should develop
an avocation or hobby that operates
measurably to satisfy his natural in
clinations and longings, thus avoiding
vocational unrest and. a radical, and
possibly unjustifiable, change of occu
pation.
These rules, all of which are sound
and well tested, will, I feel sure, solve
the great majority of the vocational
problems of our listeners-in. If there is
a particular problem upon which you
feel you would like to have fuller
advice, the Institute stands ready to
answer your inquiries, either by letter
or personally, as best it can.

HOWARD E. MURRAY and FLOYD
CHILTON, in announcing the death of
Arthur E. Chandler, state that the
organization and staff will continue the
general practice of accounting as hereto-fore at their offices in the Second Na
tional Bank Building, Akron, Ohio,
retaining the firm name of Chandler,
Murray & Chilton.

The Class of 1928
Pace Institute
New York
will hold a

Dinner-Dance
at the

Hotel St. George
Brooklyn, New York
on

Saturday, May 2.2.
at 7 P. M.

Per Person
$2.50

For Tickets, See Your
Class Representative

Edward J. McNamara—Principal of
High School of Commerce, New York
Biographical Sketch of Former Member of Pace In
stitute Faculty
Remarkable Story of Perseverance
and Self-development
By Allen Chaffee
EFT fatherless at the age of four,

the visitor is met by a ruddy, fine
Edward J. McNamara, now prin looking, youngish man, who sits back
Lcipal
of what is often considered to beeasily in his swivel chair and doesn’t
the most important high school of
commerce in the country—the High
School of Commerce of New York—
and a communicant of St. Patrick’s
Cathedral, used to earn money, as a
little bit of a shaver, by lighting candles
for orthodox Jewish families who could
not do such work for themselves on
their sabbath.
One of his next ventures into business
life, of which he tells with an appre
ciative twinkle in his blue eyes, was
one in which he learned a valuable
lesson. It seems he had been quite
expert at betting on the winning side
when the boys played “cat,” the famil
iar street game with a broom. One
day some of the youngsters who had
been losing their pocket money to him,
kindly volunteered to get him a job in
the coffee factory where they worked.
His task was to discard the bad coffee
grains and put the good ones into a
series of boxes on a chute. And as each
box was filled, the picker placed a slip
of paper bearing his name on top of the
box. Well, little Eddie picked, and he
picked, and he picked. From eight to
five every day he worked as hard as he
knew how, and he was really a mighty
fast picker, at that. At the end of the
week, picture his amazement on learn
ing that he had earned exactly sixtyfour cents! He protested vigorously to
his chief, only to ferret out the fact
that the friends who had procured for
him the job had been replacing his
name with their own.
From that day he learned to look for
the motive behind a proposition.
As one sees the three thousand boys
of this great high school of commerce
pouring in and out of the building, one
expects to find a principal of the sternvisaged type that used to make us
quake in our boots. On the contrary,

allow the crush of responsibilities to
get the least bit on his nerves.

Edward J. McNamara

One reason for his physical fitness
has been his athletic activities. At
Manhattan College, through which he
finally earned his way, he used to be a
crack tennis player. During his post
graduate work at Columbia, he was on
a baseball team, eight members of
which later became professional base
ball players. While teaching at the
Jamaica High School, he coached a

baseball team that was continually
winning the championship. And, in
addition, he swims, motors, dances, and
enjoys life generally. He used to have a
summer home at Seagirt, New Jersey;
three years ago and again last year, he
spent the summer abroad.
But there isn’t much he didn’t try
while earning his education. Every
vacation, he says, gave him a new
background of business experience. At
one time he was secretary to the
manager of the Theo V. Smith Sons
Company, which made clamshell buck
ets for digging subways and excava
tions and built iron boilers; and when
occasion demanded, young McNamara
would lend a hand at bucket making.
He gained some experience in a bis
cuit factory, some with a publishing
house, some as secretary to the consul
to Paraguay, William Wallace White.
He has also managed a cafeteria,
organized a general store, coached foot
ball teams, taught in the class-room,
and made out programs of studies.
When asked what he considers the
secret of success, he named opportunity,
reserve power, struggle, experience, and
moral fibre. “In the old days,” he
said, “boys went out as apprentices
and worked at low salaries with little
opportunity for advancement un til some
one died. Now we train a boy so that
he has a background of reserve power,
and although when he goes into busi
ness he has to start the same as the boy
who has not had his education, when
an emergency arises, he can quickly
recommend himself for promotion. He
knows something about banking, econ
omics, and foreign trade. But he has
to begin by making good in the lower
positions.
“Business education is still in its
infancy. In future, I feel that we shall
have to progress along the line of mak
ing job analyses. We believe in keeping
in close touch with business men, and
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have an advisory council of forty of
our alumni of fifteen or more years
ago who have attained prominence in
their respective fields. And besides
teaching the ordinary clerical subjects,
we have built up a definite training in
commercial work. We don’t teach
algebra and geometry for themselves,
but we give a course in the theory of
investments and one in business statis
tics and the interpretation of business
barometers. We emphasize economics
as the backbone of our training, and
promote by subject rather than by
grade.
“If a boy wants a course in salesman
ship, we have so organized our class
that we have taken over the agencies
of five or six different selling proposi
tions. Our teacher is the general salesmanager of the force, and he sends the
boys out on assigned territories to sell
these things, metal window ventilators,
coal, or insurance. When they come
back, they hold an experience meeting,
which is ten times as valuable as any
amount of theory. For, if a boy with a
window ventilator walks in on a man who
saysheis too busy to talk, the boy knows
there is something wrong about his
approach. We have as much labora
tory work as possible to supplement
the theory side of education. We have
boys from our secretarial courses as
signed to act as responsible secretaries
to officers of the school. The high
school operates a cafeteria that feeds
over two thousand boys daily; it has a
general store which carries various
kinds of merchandise that students
need; it publishes a weekly and a
monthly periodical and an annual, and
even conducts a motion picture show
about once a week. The boys also
write and produce plays. And, of
course, there is an athletic organization.
“We utilize the business problems
arising out of these activities for the
training of the boys. Some of them
later go to Pace Institute and become
certified public accountants.”
LIFE INSURANCE ACCOUNTING—
MATHER. The Ronald Press Com
pany, New York. Ronograph Li
brary—No. 42; 118 pp.; $1.25.
FIRE INSURANCE ACCOUNTING—
WIEGAND. The Ronald Press Com
pany, New York. Ronograph Li
brary—No. 43; 108 pp.; $1.25.

The Pace Student
Ernest Mather, A.C.A., C.P.A., member
of the firm of Stagg, Mather & Co.; the
second, “Fire Insurance Accounting,” is
by William B. Wiegand, C.P.A., for
merly examiner of the New York State
Insurance Department.
Each of the books is built around
the official statements required of insur
ance companies by the insurance com
missions of the several states, as de
veloped in conventions of insurance
commissioners.
These statements,
known as “Convention Blanks” are
illustrated, and a chapter is devoted,
in each book, to item-by-item discussion
of the forms. This discussion is amply
interspersed with practical references
to operating procedures, so that the
reader secures not only a thorough
understanding of the convention blanks
themselves, but a sufficient description
of the means by which the information
is secured to carry away with him a

working skeleton upon which to build
such further insurance knowledge as he
sees fit.
Mr. Mather’s volume is perhaps the
more fortunately worded; both books
are distinct contributions to the written
record of accounting work in the fields
covered.

JAMES D. MILLER, a student of Pace
Institute, New York, successfully passed
the New York State C. P. A. examina
tion last year. His certificate was is
sued in the summer of 1925.
LINGLEY, BAIRD & DIXON, accoun
tants and auditors, announce the re
moval of their offices to 41 Maiden
Lane, New York City.
BENJAMIN ALK, a former Pace stu
dent, announces the removal of his
office to 2.85 Madison Avenue, at 40th
Street, New York City.

Pay-roll Recapitulation
HE need for securing annual totals

or insert sheets may be provided so

and for the purpose of payment of
workmen’s compensation insurance
premiums, makes necessary the setting
up of adequate records to provide this
information.
A simple form for this purpose is
shown below. Columns are provided
for each month, and for the total
amount paid during the year. If weekly
payments are made, a sufficient number
of lines may be left for each employee,
so that the four or five weekly pay
ments made in a given month may be
entered in the column for that month,

Pay-rolls are made up in the usual
fashion, either in book form or upon
sheets, and are approved by the proper
authority. Information is transcribed
from these sheets to the pay-roll record,
and the footing of the column for a
given month will agree with pay-roll
totals for that month. If a record like
this is maintained on sheets of sufficient
size, as, for instance, to fit standard
14-inch by 17-inch binders, it will be
found that much time can be saved as
compared with the use of individual
pay-roll record cards.

of amounts paid employees, for the that a total of fifty-two columns will be
Tpurpose
of reporting to the governmentavailable.

Name
of Employee

Annual
Rate

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

|

HE Ronald Press Company has re
cently added to its “Ronograph”
series two ably written volumes on the
subject of insurance. The first, “Life
Insurance Accounting,” is by Charles

•
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PAY-ROLL ANALYSIS RECORD

Nov.

Dec.

for Year
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countant than after five years’ training
with the company to which he finally
becomes attached. That sounds like a
very radical statement. But it should
AVE you ever been under the
$16,905.60........................... 3
be remembered that when a young man
necessity of determining a large
22,540.80 ........................... 4
goes into a corporation direct from
number of percentages as, for example,
28,176.00........................... 5
college he is always put on a small job,
determining the percentage relation be
33,811.20........................... 6
and unless he has very special influence
tween the sales of each of twenty-five
39,446.40........................... 7
behind him he will have no opportunity
or fifty classes of product to total sales?
45,081.60........................... 8
to see what the character of the activi
No doubt you found the ordinary proc
50,716.80 ........................... 9
ties are in other parts of the organiza
ess of dividing the amount of sales of
56,351.00............................ 10
tion, or form a conception of operation
each class of product by the total
To illustrate the procedure, let us as a whole. Moreover, whatever train
amount of sales, a rather long drawn-out take the first sales figure, $28,246.21. ing he gets is restricted to the condi
process.
By glancing at the percentage table it tions of a single concern, whereas, if he
For most purposes, if the percentages will immediately be seen that this spends five years in dealing with a
are determined say within one-half of figure is equal to 5 per cent. but is less hundred or more different companies,
one per cent, the managerial purposes than 5½ per cent. We can therefore put and becoming acquainted with their
of the calculations will be served. Here down the percentage as 5. The second methods, he should acquire the wide
is a quick method of determining the figure, $142,938.96, is equal to more experience and the breadth of view
percentages with that degree of ac than twice 10 per cent., but is not equal demanded in the higher grade of execu
curacy.
to three times 10 per cent. By mentally tive positions.”
Let us assume you have an analysis deducting $112,704 from $142,938.96,
of sales showing the following with a difference of $30,134.96 is obtained,
respect to sales of each class of article which is equal to more than 5 per cent.,
handled:
but is less than 5½ per cent., and we Arbitration Association
Class
Amounts
HE part played by various pro
may consider it as 5, which, added to
fessional societies in the arbitration
1.......................................... $ 28,246.21
10, gives 15 per cent. By using the same
1.......................................... 142,938.96 method through the entire tabulation,
uncovered is set forth in a recent publi
cation of the American Arbitration
3 ............................................ 43,277.31 the following percentages are secured:
Association. The following comment
Class
Amount
Per cent.
4 ............................................ 85,468.37
1. .. . .$ 28,246.21. . • 5
was made with respect to the work of
5 .......................................... 121,946.39
6 ............................................ 10,241.46
the accountants.
2. . . . 142,938.96.. ...15
‘ ‘The American Institute of Account
7 ............................................ 40,875.42
43,277.31 . . . 8
3
8 ............................................ 15,238.96
ants through its Bureau of Public
4.... • 85,468.37. . ...15
9 .......................................... 12,432.21
Affairs, of which Homer S. Pace is
5..... . 121,946.39.. ... 22
Chairman, issued its second letter10 ............................................ 34,478.54
6. .. . . 10,241.46. . . . . 2
bulletin on arbitration in January, 1926.
7. .. . . 40,875.42.. • • • 7
11 ............................................ 28,376.45
It contains comprehensive information
15,238.96.. • • • 3.
8. .. .
on the development of arbitration
$563,520.28
9. .. .
12,432.21..
2
among business meh generally and on
In the total sales point off two places,
10....
34,478.54 ... 6
the progress made since 1924 in State
which gives you one per cent. Dividing
11... . • 28,376.45.. . .. 5
and Federal legislation. A map in
that figure by 1 gives one-half of one
cluded in this bulletin indicates that
per cent. Work up a table of percentages
100%
$563,520.28
up to 10 per cent—by adding for each
In most instances, a mere glance at some form of arbitration activity had
additional number up to ten, one per the percentage table suffices to show the been initiated among trade or commer
cent. of the total amount.
percentage, and no mental calculation cial organizations in over 2.00 cities in
In the above tabulation the total at all is necessary. The method is very forty-five states. Some further im
sales amounted to $563,520.28. Point simple and for certain purposes is a provements in existing arbitration laws
are presented for discussion, such as
ing off two places gives $5,635.10, and worth-while time-saver.—Koestler
the extension to states other than New
half of that is $2,817.60, or one-half of
York, New Jersey, Oregon, and Massa
one per cent. For each additional figure
chusetts of the principle of enforce
up to ten, add one per cent. Thus, two Warren W. Nissley,
ability of a written agreement to arbi
per cent, would equal $11,270.40;
trate future disputes, and the reference
three per cent would be $11,270.40, plus C.P.A., of Arthur Young
by arbitrators to courts of competent
$5,635.20, or $16,905.60, and so on. & Co., says:
jurisdiction of questions of law arising
If the amount you thus secure for ten
ITH reference to the possibilities in the course of arbitration.
per cent. is equal to the figure secured
‘‘Official action approving the prin
of using experience in a public
by pointing off one place in the principal
accountant’s office as a training ciple
for a of arbitration and authorizing co
amount, it proves your table is correct.
Such a table for use with the above position as office manager, cost ac operation in its development was first
countant, auditor, or comptroller, I taken at the September, 1923, meeting
sales figures is as follows:
may say that I believe that a young man of the Institute. In May, 1924, the
Amounts
Per cent.
who desired such a position ultimately first letter-bulletin issued by the Bureau
$ 2,817.60.............................
5,635.20............ ............................ I
would usually be better qualified to fill of Public Affairs was devoted to arbi
it after five years with a public ac tration.”
11,270.40........................... 2

Useful Mathematical Expedient
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Speak in Public and Have a Good Time
It's All in Getting Used to It
Suggestions for
the Timid, the Nervous, the Tongue-tied
Trouble to
Hold the Timid Man Back When He Gets Going
N these days of conferences, conven

quired in the attainment of any other

and community events, in all of which
the successful business man takes an
active part, the ability to speak well in
public is a vocational and social asset
of the first importance. Why is this
educational and business asset so elusive,
so hard to acquire?
Why is it difficult for a man, well able
to express himself in private conversa
tion, to rise to his feet and voice his
ideas to his associates or to an audience
of a few hundred people?
Why will a well-educated and able
man often sit through an open meeting
and have his feelings and views out
raged, without rising to give expression
to his own ideas?
Why is it that a scholarly minister,
after a lifetime of work in a leading
New York church, laboriously reads
his sermons?
Why is it that an actor is often unable
to deliver a three-minute talk without
commiting it as he would the lines of a
play?
Why is it that two or three of the
most prominent members of the Cabinet
have very poor public speaking ability
—why does one of them, a big husky
man, read his speeches in a weak and
monotonous tone of voice?
We have mysteries here aplenty. I
could ask you at least a hundred addi
tional “whys” on this subject, each of
which would be as difficult to answer as
the questions I have already asked.
One way to answer these questions is
to say that public speaking ability is a
natural ability—that one man inherits
the ability while another man does not.
We can not accept this answer because
ninety-nine good speakers out of every
hundred acquire their ability by labor
ious effort. Almost every good speaker
has worked to overcome a natural
handicap, such as a poor voice or ner
vousness. From Demosthenes down, the
effective public speaker has acquired his
ability by processes similar to those re

is his own inhibitory state of mind.
You may say that you become nervous
or frightened when you rise to speak,
and that you can not find words and
phrases to express your ideas in a lucid
and convincing manner. You are likely
to feel that you have some peculiar and
inherited timidity or lack of confidence.
The longer you hold this idea and the
more you think about it, the more
inhibitory this state of mind becomes.
Of course you can not become a speaker
while you hold to this belief. The first
step, therefore, is to break down, by
reasoning processes, this inhibitory atti
tude of mind that holds you back. Let’s
reason it out.
First of all, you have ideas, have you
not? You have a definite opinion as to
whether the society of which you are a
member should erect a new building,
or whether its work should be extended,
or whether it should take action on
some other matter under discussion.
On every debatable question that comes
before you in meetings open to discus
sion, you undoubtedly have your own
ideas and conclusions.
You have no difficulty, do you, in
expressing your views on any one of
these questions privately to one of your
associates? Can’t you sit in a little
group of three or four people and, in a
conversational way, give in orderly
fashion a statement of your reasons for
your conclusions and opinions? You
can do this in a conversational way,
can you not, to six or eight people in a
group? Almost any person can state
his views in a satisfactory manner under
these informal conditions.
If the foregoing is true, is it not rea
sonable to suppose that you could ex
press your views equally well if you
should rise to your feet and talk to a
group of twenty-five, fifty, or even a
hundred people?
You are physically able, are you not,
to stand on your feet?

tions, business men’s lunches, insti vocational ability.
Itutional
drives, fraternal gatherings, The first obstacle one must overcome
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Your voice is strong enough, is it not,
to reach all the people in a small
audience?
What reasonable explanation can you
offer as to your ability to present your
views in a conversational way to a
group of five or six, and your inability
to stand up and present the same views
to a group of fifty?
But you say that the mere matter of
rising to your feet and talking to the
larger group produces certain myster
ious and unfortunate results—timidity,
nervousness, fright, and incoherence—
that even the thought of it upsets your
mental and nervous equilibrium. You
may say this, notwithstanding the fact
that you can express the same ideas in
a conversational way and remain entirely
comfortable and coherent. Why do you
obtain such dissimilar results under
these two conditions, notwithstanding
the fact that you are the same individual
in both cases, and bring the same men
tal and physical and English abilities
to bear on the job to be done?
We must conclude that there is no
essential difference in the problem itself
—the cause lies within you. The differ
ence is due to the fact that you are
familiar with conversational speaking
and you are unfamiliar with public
speaking. If you had, during your life
time, never engaged in private conversa
tion but had spoken from childhood
from a lecture platform only, you would
be disconcerted and nervous if called
upon to engage in private conversation.
Your first few attempts at conversation
would produce in you all the symptoms
now engendered by a sudden demand
made upon you for an extemporaneous
speech. You speak conversationally as
a matter of habit, and you feel sure of
your ground because you engage in this
type of speaking almost every hour.
Public speaking is an unknown sea, in
which you are be set with suppostitious
monsters comparable to those that cen
turies ago were presumed to infest the
undiscovered oceans.
This matter of being afraid of an un-
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familiar condition is not confined to
public speaking. A raw recruit loses
his nerve under gunfire, but the seasoned
soldier is not disturbed by it, although
it is just as dangerous to him as it is to
the raw recruit. You feel your way
timidly under new conditions and small
things disturb you and affect your
nerves. This unfamiliarity with public
speaking conditions accounts for the
nervousness and lack of confidence
which keep the majority of people from
obtaining a fair ability to express them
selves in public.
The obvious way to overcome this
lack of familiarity is to speak on every
possible occasion. There is a familiar
couplet in which the daughter who
wanted to learn to swim was told to
“hang her clothes on a hickory limb
but not to go near the water.’’ Some
people proceed on the same theory with
regard to public speaking—they never
go near a rostrum. The method doesn’t
work out satisfactorily.
The principal thing that a public
speaking course does for a student is to
convince him that it is possible for him
to stand on his feet for five or ten
minutes before an audience and live
through the experience. Of course, he is
comforted and strengthened by his in
structor, and the initial ordeal is a bit
less embarrassing than it would ‘be
before an ordinary audience. He is
given the benefit, also, of constructive
and helpful criticism from his instructor
and from his fellow students, and he
soon convinces himself that he can
speak while standing on his feet just as
well as he can while sitting in a chair.
When he makes this great and illuminat
ing discovery, he is off to a good start
and the greatest single barrier has been
overcome.
Some of you may say that there is a
real nervousness which persists, not
withstanding one has familiarity with
public speaking. I am quite willing to
agree with this idea. A United States
Senator who has spent many years on
the lecture platform, and who has
spoken through many a hard campaign,
recently told me that he never made an
important speech without feeling ex
tremely nervous for an hour or two
before the appointed time to deliver his
talk.
I feel much the same way. If the
occasion is an important one and the
conditions under which the speech is
to be made are a bit uncertain or diffi
cult, I have a natural worry as to the
success of my effort and a certain amount
of nervousness results. This type of

nervousness, however, is natural enough
and never holds back a speaker to any
appreciable extent. It is a very dif
ferent thing from the unreasoning fright
and nervousness which a person exper
iences who is entirely unfamiliar with
speaking in public.
Of course, the matter of overcoming
this inhibitory state of mind is only a
beginning in the matter of developing
ability as a public speaker. There is the
fundamental matter of the speech itself
—the bringing together in logical and
pleasing fashion the facts and conclu
sions to be presented. There should be a
logical arrangement of thought; there
should be plenty of illustrations of the
right sort; and the presentation must be
in keeping, with respect to English and
content, with the audience and the
occasion. The speech naturally reflects
a man’s general education, experience,
and ability in English; and no amount
of “soap box’’ self-assurance, no mere
volubility, will take the place of real
thought in the content of the speech.
Then there is the matter of the use of
the voice, gestures, and the like. Sug
gestions are made in public speaking
classes for the development of the voice,
and exercises are given that tend to
improve it and to develop the carrying
quality which is desirable in addressing
audiences. The matter of gestures is not
emphasized very much in present-day
teaching, for the reason that in ordinary
public speaking it is much better for
the person to use only such gestures as
to him seem natural and appropriate
for the occasion. However, much can
be done to improve the manner in which
the speaker stands and holds his body,
and his tendency to use awkward ges
tures or to indulge in disagreeable
mannerisms can be corrected.
There is little demand for oldfashioned oratorical speaking of the
Fourth-of-July, emotional sort. Public
speaking is now more an incident of
every-day social and business activities.
Nothing will more certainly detract
from an after-dinner talk or a talk at a
social or business meeting than the
attempt to be oratorical in tone or ges
ture. Simple, direct speaking, made at
tractive by good illustrations, with now
and again, if the occasion is appropriate,
a humorous illustration or allusion,
meets modern requirements much better
than old-time oratory.
There can be no question of the great
value of this ability. If a man expresses
himself before a business meeting in a
convincing and interesting way on a
subject at issue, he immediately com

mands respect and attention. The man
in the same audience who has the op
portunity to speak, but who remains
silent, may conceivably have better
ideas and may be an abler man. So far as
the public opinion of the group is con
cerned, however, the man who speaks
commands instant respect and measur
ably affects action, while the other
man does not. A man who is thus able
to speak and who uses his ability in
business meetings, in fraternal gather
ings, at business conventions, in pro
fessional societies, and in community
and civic affairs, soon becomes favor
ably known and is in demand for execu
tive or other positions that require,
among other things, the ability to
speak in public and to exercise other
qualities of leadership.

Realty or Personalty
S it real or personal property, the

ocean-going liner? Would your an
Iswer
be the same with respect to a
canoe? This famous question was stud
ied first-hand on April 16 by a party of
fifty students of Pace Institute who took
part in the field trip aboard the palatial
White Star Liner “Olympic.”
The doughty sea-goers of the Insti
tute were met at the gangplank by
guards who conducted them over the
boat, explaining the conveniences and
comforts which are offered to the pres
ent-day ocean traveler. Efficiency was
the keynote of every activity viewed.
A very fine example was the method by
which each passenger finds his place
in the dining saloon. Each one is given
a number which corresponds to a small
black and white place card at a certain
table. The choice depends upon the
judgment of the chief steward, any
exception being a preference stated in
advance. No one who made the trip is
likely to forget the magnificence and
luxury of the suite occupied by the
Prince of Wales on the occasion of his
last visit to this country. But the ques
tion is, did his marriageable highness
travel on British real estate or inside a
jolly bit of personality. ¿Quien sabe?

If ignorance of the law were an excuse, every
violator of law would be ‘ ‘ignorant.
Trying to do a thing better is more valuable
as a mental exercise than trying to do it as
it has always been done.

Expressing the identity of the organization
does not mean making yourself a nonentity.
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The Uniform Invoice
Standard Form Prepared and Dis
tributed by Ford Motor Company
S ANDARDIZATION has long been
T
the watchword in the manufactur
ing operations of the Ford Motor
Company. Uniform methods of pro
cedure with respect to production and
routine matters within this remark
able organization have attracted the
attention of industrial experts the world
over.
Wishing to extend uniform and
standardized methods beyond the con
fines of its own organization, the Ford
Motor Company has prepared a uni
form invoice. Sample copies have been
submitted to a great number of ac
countants and manufacturing and selling
organizations throughout the country
for comment and criticism.
The invoice, a reproduction of which
appears on this page, is divided into
two major zones—the shipper’s zone
(Section A) and the customer’s zone
(Section B). The particular advantages
of the localized shipper’s zone are,
centralization of shipping date; con
tinuous writing spaces; natural carriage
shifts, which make for speed in typing;
and fixed columns for customer’s order
number, which permits consolidated

A System for Handling
Advances to Travelers

billing. By providing such a column,
several shipments for one day may
appear on one invoice thus eliminating
separate invoices for each shipment,
which would require separate handling
by both shipper and customer.
The advantages of the customer’s
zone are centralization of customer’s
approvals; elimination of customer’s
use of rubber stamps and sticker riders,
with possible loss of riders; and pre
vention of defacing invoice and obliter
ating of important data. With respect
to this zone, it might be suggested as a
comment on the invoice that it might
be more practicable to reserve this
space without an imprint for the
customer. This would enable him to
continue the use of a rubber stamp to
imprint such information as might ap
ply to a particular organization’s ac
counting system.
The Ford Motor Company is to be
highly commended for its attempt to
render a useful service to business and
commerce as a whole. The suggested
form has already evoked much favor
able comment from business leaders,
and almost fifteen hundred companies

NAME OF COMPANY
NATURE OF BUSINESS

Street and Number

Town and State
Invoice No.
Date
(A)

Sold
to

ANY organizations employ per

all or a part
Mofsonstheirwhotimespend
in traveling on firm or
company business. The recording and
control of the expenditures by these
employees may be accomplished by a
system which will now be outlined.
If a voucher is issued for each dis
bursement, the theoretical effect se
cured by the preparation of a voucher
for an advance to a traveling employee
will be as follows:

Advances to travelers’ control.
To Vouchers payable..........

xx
xx

It is good practice to require that
vouchers or receipts be submitted for
major items of traveling expenditure.
Thus, hotel bills should always be se
cured and receipts for railroad fares
paid when that is possible.
When a traveling employee’s report
of expenditures is received, if he still
requires the fund, he will be reimbursed.
The theoretical effect of the entry for
the reimbursement voucher will be as
follows:
Traveling expense....................
To Vouchers payable.........

xx

xx

At the time final settlement is made,
if the total of expenditures reported
exceeds the original amount advanced,
the theoretical effect to be secured in the
accounts is as follows:

UNIFORM INVOICE

SHOW
EMBLEM OR
TRADE MARK
HERE
(If any)

have adopted it officially. Several
thousand additional organizations have
signified their intention of making the
adoption when practicable.

(B)
For Customer’s Use

Terms...............................................................
F. O. B.............................................................
Account...........................................................
Approval.........................................................
Shipped to......................................................................... Transportation................................................
Shipped from..................................................................... Receival.........................................................................
F. O. B............................................................................... Calculations....................................................
Terms................................................................................. Adjustment................................. •'..................
Shipped via..................................... Car........................... Audited...........................................................

Traveling expense.................... xx
To Vouchers payable (for ex
penditures in excess of
advance)............................
xx
Advances to travelers’
control (for amount of
advance)........................
xx

In the ordinary course, this effect
will be secured by making a disburse
ment voucher for the amount of the
expenditures in excess of the advances,
and by making a journal entry for the
amount of the fund relinquished. Time
and effort will be saved if the voucher
register is so designed as to include, in
addition to the vouchers payable credit
column, a column for credits to ad
vances to travelers’ control, if reim
bursements of this type are frequent.
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If, at the time the fund is relin
quished, vouchers are submitted for
only a part of it, a proper form of cash
receipt will be issued for the balance,
and a journal entry will be made for the
expenditures reported, thus accom
plishing the theoretical effect shown in
the following two entries:

Cash.......................................... xx
To Advance to travelers’
control..........................
xx
Traveling expense....................
To Advance to travelers’
control..........................

xx
xx

A journal entry is necessary in this
latter case because it is ordinarily not
feasible to attempt to analyze expendi
tures through the medium of the cash
receipts book.
A feature of a system of this type will
be the provision of some means, in the
accounts with individual travelers, for
auditing the dates for which expendi
ture receipts are submitted. A simple
means to accomplish this end is to pro
vide columns for the dates from which
and to which reports are rendered.

American Institute
Examinations
HE examinations of the American

various organizations are deductible.
It is stated that the M Company is
engaged in the retail shoe business, and
that it is frequently solicited by its
customers to buy tickets to entertain
ments, the proceeds of which are to be
applied to the support of some worthy
organization. In order to retain the
patronage of its customers, tickets are
bought from them. It is contended that
such expenditures are deductible as an
advertising expense.
In order to be deductible as an adver
tising expense, the expenditures in
question must constitute an ordinary
and necessary expense paid or incurred
during the taxable year in carrying on

the business of the corporation. The
ordinary and necessary expenses that
are deductible are those expenses in
curred in the maintenance and operation
of the business of the taxpayer, and not
all those that may be beneficial and even
necessary in the broader sense.
It is held that the amounts expended
for tickets purchased from its customers
under the circumstances stated do not
constitute ordinary and necessary ex
penses paid or incurred in the mainten
ance and operation of the retail shoe
business carried on by the corporation,
and that such expenditures are not
deductible in computing net (taxable)
income.

[Determination of Manufacturing Costs]
(Continued from Page 14)
Posting of Entries
In order to prove the work and have a
more comprehensive survey of the
progress which the examinee makes in
solving the proposition, it is desirable
that the entries as made be posted to
skeleton (T) ledger accounts, or to an
accountant’s working trial-balance
sheet. For the sake of simplicity, and
because of the limitations of the printed
page, the (T) accounts and work sheet
are omitted.

Institute of Accountants will be
Tabulation of Cost of Production
Tconducted
on May 13 and 14 this year. On the basis of the facts contained in

counts form the basis of the proposition
does not operate under what is known
as a “job cost system’’—that is, it does
not keep a ledger account for each job
that is put through the factory. Its
method of determining cost of produc
tion is to gather together in appro
priate accounts the expenses of operat
ing the factory, and to divide the aggre
gate of the expenses by the number of
units produced. This method, although
faulty in many instances, is quite fre
quently adopted. It should be under
stood, however, that other methods of
cost-finding are in use, and that, while
the general principles stated in this
solution are universally applicable, the
method of bookkeeping by which they
are given effect may differ considerably
from the method that has been used
herein.

The examinations will be held in New the journal entries, a tabulation show
York at the offices of the Institute, in ing the cost of production may be pre
Chicago, and in other cities which pared as below:
have not yet been finally selected. It is
Miscellaneous Comment
expected that more than thirty states
and territories will cooperate with the
Apparently the concern whose acInstitute in the conduct of the Spring
examinations, using the questions pre
DAVID MANUFACTURING COMPANY
pared by the Institute examiners.
Statement of Production Costs Year Ended December 31, 19..

A Question of Deductions

Material
Labor
Overhead
Total
Opening inventory of work-in-process....................... $ 21,763.08 $ 50,021.85 $ 50,021.85 $121,806.78

Additions during the year:

Materials........................
160,660.40
.............
RACTICALLY every business con
Labor (direct)................
............. 192,480.19
cern is under the necessity of buying
tickets to entertainments and the like Overhead:
Indirect labor..........
43,544.67
during the year, the proceeds of which
Shop supplies..............
17,041.55
Shop light, etc............
are applied to the support of some
13,507.54
Shop insurance............
4,026.53
worthy organization. These items are
Shop general expense. .
63,256.89
customarily charged to appropriate ex
Depreciation...............
45,225.00
pense accounts. In connection with the
Total additions during the year.............................. 160,660.40 192,480.19 186,602.18
preparation of an income tax return,
the Treasury Department in income tax
182,423.48 242,502.04 236,624.03
ruling 2135, published in cumulative Closing inventory of work-in-process......................... 26,171.98 60,897.56 59,413.84
bulletin IV-2, page 32, has promulgated
a ruling which is of interest to tax Cost of finished product............................................... $156,151.50 $181,604.48 $177,200.19
payers. The ruling is as follows:
Unit cost of finished product (1,000,000 units pro
Inquiry is made whether expenditures
duced...................................... ...................................
$.1561
$.1816
$.1772
for tickets to entertainments held by

P

160,660.40
192,480.19
43,544.67
17,041.55
13,507.54
4,016.53
63,256.89
45,225.00

539,741.77
661,549.55
146,593.38

$514,956.17
$.5149

The Pace Student, May, 1926
part of his spare time in the gymnasium
of the Y. M. C. A. He was especially
fond of boxing, and for an amateur was
particularly able in this manly sport.
T is with deep regret that we have to It is unbelievable that this vigorous
announce the death, from mastoid young man has been called to the bourne
itis, on February 2, 1926, of Alan L. from which no traveler returns—that
Thompson, who was a Semester C his work is finished, his last study as
signment completed.
student in Pace Institute, New York.
Mr. Thompson is survived by his
Mr. Thompson was born in Grand
Cayman, British West Indies, 2.3 years parents, three brothers, and three sis
ago. He completed the regular high ters, to whom we extend the sympathy
of his teachers and fellow students.
They may well be comforted with the
thought that Alan, their son and brother,
played a man’s part and played it well.

Alan L. Thompson

I

Homer S. Pace, C.P.A.

Says:

Alan L. Thompson
1903 - 1926

school studies, and also a full year of
college work. His first position was as
assistant cashier for Nathan & Com
pany, Ltd., of Jamaica. Upon coming
to New York, he obtained employment
with Lamb, Finlay & Company, as
bookkeeper, and it was while holding
this position that Mr. Thompson be
came ill. His firm extended to him five
months’ sick leave, and, after a mastoid
operation and upon the advice of his
physician, Mr. Thompson went to
Tampa, Florida, late in November,
1925, to recuperate. Unfortunately, his
rest was of no avail, and he died at that
city on the second of February of this
year.
Mr. Thompson was a conscientious,
able student, and had many interests
aside from his work and study. He en
joyed athletics, and spent a considerable

“YOU can get a better mental prod
uct from an hour’s work per
formed early in your day’s work than
you can from an hour’s work performed
later in the day. It is because of this
fact that the subject of mathematics,
requiring high mental concentration,
comes first in the studies of the day in
the ordinary school. Your mind is
peculiarly active and receptive after the
refreshment of sleep and rest, and at
this time you can usually accomplish
more in intellectual effort in an hour
than you can in two hours later in the
day when your mind becomes fagged
because of work and distractions.
“If you agree with me, would it not
be wise for you to plan for the use of a
full hour of your time on your personal
affairs before you begin your office or
other vocational duties of the day?
A program of self-development natur
ally includes a certain amount of system

atic study, and it is quite practicable,
and very beneficial, for a student to
devote at least one hour of early morn
ing time to study.
“A suggestion of this kind when first
made may not meet with hearty ap
proval. A person may insist that he
can study better at night than in the
morning. Such a statement is likely to
come from one who has never tried the
two methods and contrasted the re
sults. His view, more likely than not,
comes from a natural disinclination to
arise in the morning.
“For many years the Institute has
encouraged early morning study in the
spring and summer months on the part
of its student body. Almost without
exception the students report that the
results obtained from early-morning
study are much more productive than
the results from later study. They have
profited greatly by using, for their
personal affairs, some of the very best of
their time instead of utilizing only that
which is left after the first seven or eight
hours have been devoted to the inter
ests of their employers.
“Everything at this season of the
year favors early-morning study. Day
light begins to come about 5 o’clock,
and by 6:30 on these fine mornings the
energetic young man should be squared
away on his personal business of self
development. Of course, he should lay
the basis for this good work by retiring
the night before not later than eleven
o’clock. The scheme won’t work in
conjunction with a heavy dance and
jazz program. The Institute will be
glad to hear from students who, at this
season of the year, are wise enough to
change their ordinary routine and un
dertake the early-morning study pro
gram that has been suggested.’’

NEW BINDERS FOR PACE TEXTS
A DURABLE binder of special design is made expressly
for students of Pace Institute. It has a black, flexible
cover, and provides what we consider to be the best binding
available for the Pace Accounting and Law text lectures.
The list price is $1.50, postage prepaid. Students may
have their old text lectures punched for use in these binders
by sending them to the New York office.
PACE INSTITUTE
30 Church Street

New York

Officers of Accountants’ Organizations
American Institute of Accountants
President, William H. West .
............................................. 40 Rector Street, New York
Vice-Presidents, John F. Forbes.............................. 203 Crocker Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

Frederick A. Ross.............................................. 366 Madison Avenue, New York
120 Broadway, New York
135 Cedar Street, New York

Treasurer, Arthur W. Teele.............................................................
Secretary, A. P. Richardson
........

American Society of Certified Public Accountants
President, Harry E. Lunsford
Vice-Presidents, Charles Hecht

....
1003 Pioneer Trust Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
.
Johns-Manville Bldg., 2.92. Madison Avenue, New York
Edwin L. Pride............................................. 40 Central Bldg., Boston, Mass.
A. Lee Rawlings..................................................... 407 Law Bldg., Norfolk, Va.
Harry B. Scott...................................... Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. Ivor Thomas...................................... 220 Bartlett Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
Secretary, W. L. Harrison
...... 726 Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Treasurer, James A. Councilor.............................. 426 Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C.

National Association of Cost Accountants
President, C. H. Scovell............................................. Scovell, Wellington & Co., Boston, Mass.
Vice-Presidents, F. L. Sweetser
. .
.
The Duchess Mfg. Co., Poughkeepsie, New York

W. B. Castenholz.

.

Castenholz, Johnson, Block & Rothing, Chicago, Ill.

Treasurer, Wm. O. Cutter
.
.
Vice-President United States Rubber Co., New York
Secretary, Stuart C. McLeod..................................................... 130 West 42nd Street, New York

New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants
President, Homer S. Pace
First Vice-President, Joseph J. Klein
Second Vice-President, James F. Farrell
Treasurer, Harold A. Wythes.
Secretary, Martin Kortjohn .

30 Church Street,
19 West 44th Street,
no William Street,
30 Church Street,
15 Park Row,

New
New
New
New
New

York
York
York
York
York

The Society of Certified Public Accountants
of the State of New Jersey
President, James F. Hughes............................................................. 110 William Street, New York

M. E. Peloubet............................................................. 25 Broadway, New York
T. A. Crane.................................................................... 120 Broadway, New York
Secretary, J. E. Flink.....................................................
31 Clinton Street, Newark, New Jersey
Treasurer, Morris J. Hoenig..............................................9 Clinton Street, Newark, New Jersey

Pace Institute is a school and
more—it is a clearing-house of
accountancy selection and placement,
a continuing and potent force in the
lives of its graduates. Every day at the Insti
tute calls come from leaders in the public and
the private practice of accountancy—from certified public
accountants, controllers, and treasurers—for accountancyeducated men and women who must be especially selected
for responsible and lucrative positions in business and accountancy. Every
day requests come from students and graduates for personal-vocational con
ferences with the accountants, lawyers, and other teachers of the Institute.
In this clearing-house of accountancy, the scientific adjustment of abili
ties to vocational opportunity is an every-day incident.

Hence it is that its great body of freshmen students—fourteen hundred and
seventy starting since last September—were very largely directed to the
Institute by men and women who know intimately the character of work
at the Institute and its place in the affairs of education and business.
You are cordially invited to. inform yourself fully with respect to the
activities of the Institute—to meet its teachers, to visit its classes, to seek
its counsel. A friendly welcome awaits you.

PACE INSTITUTE
30 Church Street

•

New York

